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This paper illustrates the feasibility of constructing
a functionable relational database management system which
is completely hosted on a micro- computer. The proposed
system is designed to meet the personnel needs of a
synagogue and it uses dBASE II software.
Sj.pa.iJi.caace
This study is significant is several ways. Firstly,
micro-computer based systems of this nature are a relatively
recent innovation. Due to storage and performance
limitations of micro's, database sytems and software have
been traditionally confined to mainframe hosts. In 1978,
eight major DBMS (database management system) manufacturers
were polled to determine their interest in micro's. Two,
Computer Hardware Inc. and System Engineering Laboratories
stated that they had no interest in this area.
Hewlett-Packard and Intell acknowledged an interest but
admitted that they had done no research in micro-software.
Two more manufacturers were actually developing products but
they were not ready to be marketed. Only General Robotics
and I.D.B.S. were actually selling a micro DBMS. The reason
for this lack of activity is that it was only until recently
that secondary storage hardware for micro-computers,
essential for databases, began to rise in efficiency and
performance. Also, the absence of data security features for
micro's dictated that these systems were most workable in
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single-user environments. This restricted micro DBMS's to
the small business and personal computer market. When the
price of storage dropped to within the range of this market,
database management systems for micro-computers became of
age. Today, five megabyte hard disks are being advertised
for $1,600. As the price drops, more and more micro users
will become interested in DBMS's. This paper demonstrates
the feasibility of this recent software development on a
micro level.
Secondly, a database management system for a synagogue
is itself an innovation. Due to conservative and frugal
financial policies, very few congregations even contemplate
computer usage. As of now, only one Atlantan congregation
uses a computing service. It does not have its own system.
This project, then, is unique for Atlanta, if not for the
entire South-east.
Finally, the dBASE II software is a relatively new
product. This paper reflects the results of a user's
implementation of this popular micro DBMS.
CHAPTER II
THE ENVIRONMENTS OF STUDY
OAQgrs^a±j.oo Ba±I]i Jacob
This well known synagogue of Atlanta, Georgia was
organized in 1943 by a handfull of dedicated families. Its
first holiday services were held in temporary quarters which
was a rented grocery store. The rapidly expanding
congregation purchased and remodeled an apartment building,
located at 562 Boulevard Street. Rabbi Emanuel Feldman, the
present spiritual leader, came to Beth Jacob in 1953.
The community experienced a population shift away from
the downtown residential area. This resulted in a relocation
to the current facilities, on La Vista Road between
Briarcliff and North Druid Hills Roads. The dedication
journal for the new building, printed in 1962, listed over
150 sisterhood members. At that time, there were
approximately two hundred member families.
The early seventies marked the period of greatest
growth and expansion. In 1971, a full-time executive
director, Mr. Fred Glusman, was engaged to meet the growing
physical needs of the synagogue. Also, a full-time assistant
rabbi was hired to meet the growing demand for education and
service. Membership swelled and then hovered at its current
level of five hundred families. A classroom wing was added
to the building in 1975.
Beth Jacob today serves a population of one thousand
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adults and two hundred children. This is a ten percent
increase from five years ago. The brotherhood and sisterhood
organizations have a combined membership of three hundred
Its youth group services seek to serve 160 children.
Pre-school enrollment is at thirty-five children, up from
thirty, five years ago. Afternoon Hebrew school enrollment
is at ten children, down from sixty only five years ago.
This decrease is the result of a growing number of families
who opt for full-time Jewish education, provided by the
community's Hebrew Academy.
The synagogue currently employs seven full-time staff
members and an equal number of part-time help.
On an average Sabbath, over 350 people attend
services. Last year, the congregation and its membership
experienced twenty births, sixteen bar-mitzvah celebrations,
twenty weddings, and eighteen deaths.
No dramatic increase in membership is anticipated for
the near future, although adult and youth service will
probably be expanded for this active congregation.
The OjOisputljog PacdTahies D± The A±J,ao.ta lljaj.^exajjty
The computer facilities which were used for this paper
were : an H-89 micro-computer with three single-sided
single-density disc drives of 100 K capacity each ; a Vax
11/780 mainframe computer <used to edit this paper); and
working copies of the CP/M operating system and the dBASE II
demonstration disc.
CHAPTER in
DATABASE CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY
neilnlllaa Q£ A. Balabasa
Data is information. As a computer term, a database is
a collection of interrelated information that is stored
together and that is organized in a useful and useable
manner. There are several factors which maximize the
usefulness of a database. First, redundancy needs to be
controlled to optimize storage efficiency and updating
effectiveness. Secondly, the data should be structured so
that it is independent of the programs that use it and of
the machine that processes it. Thirdly, there should be a
common and controlled method which is used to access and
modify the data. Finally, the database should be set up so
as to. provide a foundation for future application
development of the system.
C-ompuajaeots D± A D3±abLase
The smallest unit of data which has meaning is called
a data item. Four digits which together represent the number
of a year would be considered a data item. That number
might represent the birth year of a person. The person for
which the data is being stored is called an entity. The data
elements which are being stored for him are called
attributes. That is, properties about entities are called
its attributes. One property (attribute) about a person
(entity) would be his name, another would be his birth year.
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etc. A given entity with its collection of attributes is
called a record. A collection of records that have the same
structure is called a file. Thus, in a file about people we
could have records that each contain a given person's name,
birth year, etc. Typically, a database consists of
different files whose storage together serves a common
purpose. Using a synagogue as an illustration, its database
could consist of a file containing information about adults,
a file containing information about children, and a file
containing information about memorial records.
The classification of a record's components is further
developed. Every category of data items is called a field.
Thus a field containing a person's birthday might have his
birth month, and the day of the month on which he was born.
(Note that two data elements would comprise this field.)
Descriptive names of the contents of a field are called a
field name. An example of a field name would be
'streetaddress', which could contain the house number and
street name of a given individual's residence. The actual
information that is stored in a given field is called the
field's value. The set of all values of a given record is
called a tuple.
A well designed database has a data directory which
categorizes all field names and describes their meaning in
the database and the types and ranges of their values.
The field or group of fields in a record which
uniquely identify a record is called the primary key of the
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record. For example, a key of a personnel file could be a
person's social security number. When more than one field is
utilized to uniquely identify the record, the set of fields
which do so is called a concatenated key. A primary key,
then, is an entity identifier. Also, a field which does not
uniquely define a particular record can serve as a key. A
field which identifies records by values of that field is
called a secondary key. For example, the field 'birthyear'
could be used to classify every record by their values of
'birthyear'. Thus, it would identify every record whose
birthyear value was 1900, then every record containing a
1901 birthyear value, etc. Secondary keys, then , categorize
the records in a file. A re-grouping of records according
to a secondary key is called an inverted list.
Aspects Qt A Hatahasels Stcuctuce
There are two aspects to a database's structure,
logical and physical. The logical structure is the form in
which the data organization and system is perceived by the
user or applications programmer. In this view, the fields of
a record are clustered in one group. However, in actuality,
the bits in the computer hardware which represent the fields
may be scattered in clusters throughout the storage system.
The linkage ' is created by the software system. The
structure in which the data actually exists in the hardware
is called the physical structure.
Ulews Q£ A Qat^ahase
The logical structure of a database, itself, has two
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views. An applications programmer is only concerned with the
files and fields that he uses. He does not have to know
that other fields exist. This is termed the user view, the
external view, or the subschema of the logical database. The
person who designs and / or manages the entire system is
aware of every file and field.
His perspective of the system is called the global
logical view or the conceptual schema.
Types Qf Ilababases
There are three major methods of organizing the
information in a database : relational, hierarchical, and
network.
In a relational database, the fields of a file are
logically clustered in a group that does not share its
members with another file. Also, every field contains only
one value. There are no repeating fields with the same name
but with different values for any of the records in any
file. This type of organization creates a system of flat and
logically independent records. While this may necessitate a
certain amount of redundancy in the database, this method
makes a database that is relatively easy to understand,
implement, and modify.
In hierarchical and network databases, multiple values
for the field of a given record are permitted. Also, a field
may be a member of more than one file. The logical linkage
is created by address pointers which point to the location
in memory of the stored data. This eliminates redundancy. It
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also injects a logical dependency upon the storage
(hardware) system. It necessitates the maintenance of
directories of pointers to make the logical - physical link.
It is harder to understand the structure of such a system
and sometimes very difficult to make modifications in the
structure. In a hierarchical system, if a field is a primary
key of one file and points to a second field, that second
field may not be a primary key of a different file which
contains that first field. That is, no two-way pointers are
allowed. However, in a network, two-way pointers are
allowed.
CHAPTER IV
OVERVIEW OF USER NEEDS AND SYSTEM NEEDS
I ja±rojdiic±j.on^
The software system of this project was designed for
the needs of the user and for the needs of the system which
meets those needs.
The user needs were determined during several on-sight
visits to the synagogue office where the director of the
office, Mr. Fred Glusman, outlined the tasks which he wanted
to be done by a computer. During these visits, copies of
•I
office and synagogue documents were obtained so as to match
the output of the computer system with the current office
output.
The system needs were determined as the software was
being designed. These needs result from the desire for a
menu driven system that is user-friendly, convenient and
secure.
Usee Needs
During the on-sight visits, the synagogue director
expressed a desire for a system in which data would be
entered once and then used for every application. For
example, the name of a child would be entered once and then
used for the school rosters, the youth rosters, etc.
Also during the visits, the following services were
listed as being desirable for a computer to perform :
mailing labels for every synagogue need, directories for the
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various synagogue functions, anniversary listings of the
membership's families, letters for yearly memorial notices
of the membership, a filing system for the memorial and
cemetary records, and a personnel file for the synagogue
membership.
The following documents were obtained : a membership
application; rosters of the pre and Hebrew schools;
directories of the young couples group , two youth groups,
and the board of directors; and copies of the filing cards
of the cemetary, memorial, and youth files.
Meads
To make the software system user friendly, a series of
menu routines were needed to allow the user to select a
service that he can identify with instead of the name of a
program which he knows little about. That is, instead of the
user asking the system to run a program, he merely selects
an option on a menu which best matches his needs. Then, the
menu program calls the program which performs the task that
was displayed by the option.
To minimize the effects resulting from the user typing
the wrong responses, procedures and routines were needed to
be performed to verify that the user's response is proper.
To allow the user to easily view and modify the
database and keep the data consistent for future processing,
a set of procedures was needed to open the correct master
and index files for each of the five system files.
Also, to minimize the risks and consequential damage
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of unauthorized tampering with the database system while the
computer was turned but not in use, a security routine was
needed.
Finally, a maintenance routine was needed which
performs the following tasks : checks for inconsistencies,
automatically updates information in selected fields, makes
a fresh and compacted copy of the database that is free of
deleted records, and documents the maintenance run.
CHAPTER V
GLOBAL LOGICAL VIEW OF THE
BETH JACOB DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
In the diagrams below, the starred field names are
primary or secondary keys of their respective files.
A description of the contents of the fields listed
below is contained in the Data Directory section of this
paper.
FIELDS OF THE " HOMES '■ FILE
Primary Key : HOMECODE
1 * HOMECODE 1* PHIMARYFNM 1* FAMILYNAME 1 * HOMEZIP 1
1 SECONDNAME i HAILCODE 1 HOMESTREET 1 HOMECITY i
1 SECONDFNM 1 AREACODE 1 HOMEPHONE 1 XNAMES 1
I HOMESTATE I
***** FIELDS OF THE " ADULTS " FILE *****
Primary Key : HQMECODE + FORENAME
* HOMECODE 1 * FORENAME I ♦ SURNAME 1 * SEXOFADULT
♦ STAFFCODE 1 * XADIZP I TITLE I SYNORG
BUSPHONE I OCCUPATION 1 FIRMNAME 1 BUSADDRESS
ADBIRTHMTH I ADBIRTHYR I SPOUSENAME 1 WEDANNIVDY




***** FIELDS OF THE “ CHILDREN ” FILE *****
Primary Key : HOMECODE + CHILDFNM
1 * HOMECODE 1 * CHILDFNM * CHILDSNM 1 * SCHOOL 1
1 * CHBIHTHYR 1 * XCHZIP SEXOFCHILD 1 YOUTHGROUP 1
1 MORNAFT 1 CHBIRTHDAY CHBIRTHMTH 1 PARENTA 1
1 GUARDNAME 1 GUARDHOME BARMITDAY 1 BARMITMTH 1
1 BARMITPLAQ 1 XPARENTS * AGEGROUP 1 DAYSCHOOL 1
1 FARENTB BARMITYH 1
***** FIELDS OF THE " MEMORIAL " FILE *****
Primary Key : HOMECODE + RELATIVEOF + RELATIVENM + RELATION
1 * HOMECODE 1* RELATIVEOF i* RELATIVENM 1 * RELATION 1
1 * ENGMONTH 1 ENGYEAR 1 HEBREHDAY 1 HEBREWMON 1
1 * ENGDAY I PLAQUE I XMEMNAME I
***** FIELDS OF THE " CEMETARY " FILE *****
Primary Key : CEMETARY + PLOTNUMBER
1 * CEMETARY I* PLOTNUMBER I * HOMECODE I RELATIVENM I
I RELATIVEOF I PLOTSTATUS I PLOTPAID I
Note ! While it would have been possible to combine the
MEMORIAL file with the CEMETARY file, it was decided to
separate them because of sensitivity to their contents and
to simplify the system for the user.
CHAPTER VI
USER NEEDS - IN DETAIL
Recaaaael Lafacoialiaa
The synagogue needs to maintain files of information
on all of the people that it serves or who serve the
synagogue. Also, the synagogue needs to keep files on
memorial anniversaries for deceased relatives of its
members. Finally, files must be kept on the cemetary plots
that are in the synagogue's charge.

























The synagogue needs to produce sets of mailing labels
in zip code order for all of their various mailings.
The following types of labels are needed s
1) General synagogue mailings
2) Mailings to the membership
3) Mailings to the Brotherhood















t families of Hebrew school students
t families of Sunday school students
children who are members
the Pre-Jr. N.C.S.Y.
children who are members
the Jr N. C. S. Y.
children who are members
the senior N.C.S.Y.
children of several youth groups
Also, the capability to dynamically create a new
catagory as the needs arise is desirable.
After an analysis of these needs, it was found that
the above types fell into one of five categories!
1) Mailing labels for specific families or, utilizing file and
field names , for records in the HOMES file that have a
certain value in their MAILCODE field
... for type 1) and 2);
2) Mailing labels for specific adults, or utilizing file and
field names, for records in the ADULTS file that have
certain values in their SYNOSG or SYNOFFICE fields
... for types 3) through 6);
3) Mailing labels for families of children, or utilizing file
and field names, for records in the CHILDREN file that have
certain values in their SCHOOL fields
... for types 7) through 9);
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4) Mailing labels for specific children, or utilizing file &
field names, for records in the CHILDREN file that have
certain values in their YOUTHGROUP field
... for types 10) through 13);
5) Mailing labels to families, adults, or children who may
have any possible value or combination of values
in any of their corresponding fields.
Listed next, in flowchart format, are the names of the
programs that were created to meet these needs:
Labelmenu ->Lasre ( Category 5 )
I I
II I -> Lasra ( Cat.
I I I
I -> * Lasrb ( Cat.
>0 -> Dumylabe -> I
I -> * Lasrc ( Cat.
I
I -> * Lasrd ( Cat.
1 ) -> I
I
2 ) -> I
0 -> Label-
3 ) ->l end
I
4 ) -> I
(* The user may choose to perform the optional subroutine
Mainlsub which in turn calls the Mainone program.)
Displayed below is an excerpt of a sample output of









MS. & MRS. BOO
789 MAIN STREET
ATLANTA GA 30303












ATTN ! Head Of Household
LIST OF GENERAL SYNAGOGUE
4 LABELS PRINTED




The synagogue needs to print directories of groups
that it serves or that serve it
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The following directories are printed by the synagogue
1) Directory of the general membership.
2) Directory of the members of the board of directors.
3) Directory of the young couples that are synagogue members.
4) Directory of the students of the pre-school.
5) Directory of the students of the Hebrew school.
b) Directory of the students of the Sunday school.
7) Directory of the children who are eligible to participate in
the synagogue youth programs.
Listed next, in flowchart format, are the names of the
programs that were created to meet these needs s
> Memdir ( Catagory 1 )
> Boarddir > Boardsub ( Catagory 2 )
> Youngdir * ( Catagory 3 )
> Predir > Parents ( Catagory 4 )
> Hebdir ( Catagories 5 & )
> Youthdir ( Catagory 7 )






Displayed next is an instance of the membership
directory.
MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY : Congregation Beth Jacob
Printed on 03/09/83








ATLANTA GA 30310 633-1111
HARRY
1213 MAIN STREET
HOPE & FAITH HOPE
ATLANTA GA 30305 775-9876
1415 MAIN STREET
REBECCA ROJER








JERUSALEM ISRAEL 0 (000) 222-6666
2021 MAIN STREET ATLANTA GA 30307 111-5790
Displayed next is an instance of the directory of the
board of directors.
: SYNAGOGUE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORY :
name: ADDRESS: ZIP: HOME: BUS:
DR.-AARON-APPEL
RABBI-ABE-APPLE
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS :
456 MAIN STREET 30302 644-5555 666-6666
123 MAIN STREET 30310 633-1111 666-6666






456 MAIN STREET 30302
123 MAIN STREET 30310
1415 MAIN STREET 30307
1415 MAIN STREET 30307











: EXECUTIVE STAFF :
123 MAIN STREET 30310 633—1111 666—6666
456 MAIN STREET 30302 644-5555DR.-AARON-APPEL 666-6666
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Displayed next is an instance of the young couples
directory.
DIRECTORY OF YOUNG COUPLES
M/M AARON-APPEL 456 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 644-5555
M/M ABE_APPLE 123 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 633-1111
M/M TIM-BOO 789 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 888-7777
DIRECTORY OF YOUNG COUPLES. PRINTED ON 03/09/83
SEARCH VALUES: ANNIVERSARY YEAR - 1940. BIRTHYEAR - 1920
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Displayed next is an instance of the pre-school
directory.







AARON_&_SHEILA_APPEL 456 MAIN STREET







789 MAIN STREET ATLANTA
888-7777 Business : 555-0777
30303
666-6666
REBECCA_ROJER 1617 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 30306
Home phone : 443-4567 Business :
*** STAFF ***
SHEILA-APPEL 456 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 30302
Home phone : 644-5555
KIM-BOO 789 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 30303
Home phone : 888-7777
SARAH-HIVES 1213 MAIN STREET ATLANTA 30305
Home phone : 775-9876
Pre-school directory printed on 03/09/83




SCHOOL YEAR s 1983-1984




DIRECTORY PRINTED ON 03/09/83
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Displayed next is an instance of the youth directory.
YOUTH DIRECTORY
CHILDREN BORN DURING THE YEAR : 1970
CANDY-ROJER (REBECCA) 1617 MAIN STREET
ATLANTA 30306 Phone: 443-4567


























Youth directory printed on : 03/10/83
Anol^ersaxy Lj.stj.ngs
The synagogue needs to produce listings of the
following anniversaries :
1) Monthly birthdays of all member adults;
2) Monthly birthdays of all children;
3) Monthly yahrzeit anniversaries for all members
.... full and abbreviated listings;
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4) Monthly wedding anniversaries of all members.
To meet this need one program, named 'Annivers', was
developed.
The dBASE II software has facilities for generating
reports and listings of this nature. The parameters for each
need were set up and stored in dBASE II report form files.
The Annivers program calls the appropriate report form which
then generates the listing.
Displayed next are instances of the various
anniversary listings *
BIRTHDAYS OF OUR MEMBERS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY
MRS. SHEILA APPEL 1/ 3
RABBI ABE APPLE 1/ 1
MRS. FAITH HOPE 1/ 1
BIRTHDAYS OF OUR FAMILIES FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER
ALICE BOO 11/12
AARON BOO 11/ 5
ABE BOO 11/ b
YAHRZEIT MEMORIAL DAYS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL
RABBI ABE APPLE JULY 02/TAMUZ 11 FOR FATHER, MR. HIGH APPEL
MRS. HOLLY APPLE JULY 30/AV 2 FOR MOTHER, MRS. LILLY LEW
YAHRZEIT MEMORIAL DAYS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL
RABBI ABE APPLE APRIL 02
MRS. HOLLY APPLE APRIL 30
WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY
RABBI & MRS. ABE APPLE





The synagogue has a need on a monthly basis to send
letters to those people in its membership who will observe a
memorial anniversary during that month for a deceased
relative.
The memorial anniversary is observed according to the
date in the Hebrew calendar. The letters are printed every
month according to the English calendar.
These letters serve two purposes. Firstly, they serve
as a reminder to observe the anniversary, called a Yahrzeit.
Secondly, they serve a fund raising purpose as the
recipients are asked if they would like to purchase a
memorial plaque in memory of their relative, if they haven't
done so already.
Shown next are instances of memorial letters that were






THE YAHRZEIT FOR YOUR FATHER, MR. HIGH APPEL IS ON
NISSAN, 1. THIS YEAR IT WILL OCCUR ON APRIL 02. THE
YAHRZEIT PERIOD WILL COMMENCE WITH SUNDOWN OF THE PREVIOUS
DAY.
WE WILL REMEMBER YOUR BELOVED RELATIVE WITH OUR KINDLING OF









THE YAHR2EIT FOR YOUR MOTHER, MRS. LILLY LEW IS ON
lYAR, 2. THIS YEAR IT WILL OCCUR ON APRIL 30. THE
YAHR2EIT PERIOD WILL COMMENCE WITH SUNDOWN OF THE PREVIOUS
DAY.
IF YOU WISH, WE WILL MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO KINDLE A LIGHT ON
OUR MEMORIAL PLAQUE IN THE MAIN SANCTUARY. KINDLY CONTACT




SYSTEM NEEDS AND FEATURES - IN DETAIL
Ueau EauLlaes
The office staff of the synagogue has no computer
experience. They need a menu driven system which is user
friendly until they gain confidence and competence to be
able to directly access files and application programs.
The main menu, 'bethjacob' calls up to six subroutines
that are themselves menu routines which call the appropriate
application program to do the task which has been selected.
On the next page is a flowchart of the main menu
program, 'bethjacob' . It will serve as an illustration of
the type of routine that was developed for the system.
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Flowchart of the main menu program, EETHJACOB.












< ENDOFDAY ? > ► Return to CP/M.
t I N
Store response

















* See amplification on next page. *
» *
* *































Obtain selection ( 1-7 ) from the user *
♦
< Case Selection Of : > *
*
Not 1 - 7 ; #
Wrong character was typed. Display *
error message. *
*
6 ! Instruct the user to insert the *
correct program disc. ♦
Do Mainmast ( automatic file ♦
maintenance routine) *
Exit to CP/M and re-enter menu. >
*
7 : Exit to dBASE II. ♦
*
1 - 5 : *
#
Instruct user to insert the *
appropriate program disc. *
♦
1 ! Do Labelmen ( menu routine ♦
for mailing labels ) *
* ♦
* 2! Do Dirmast ( menu routine *
* for directories ) *
* *
* 3! Do Annivers ( menu routine *
* for anniversary listings ♦
* *
* 4! Do Memleter ( menu routine *
* for memorial letters ) *
* *
* 5! Do Update ( menu routine which ♦
* automatically opens files, *
* goes to a specific location *
* within the file, and displays ♦
* one or more records, per the *
* user's selection. The user can *
* then modify the data if desired)
* The user is looped back into the *
* 'update' program until done. *
* *
♦ Close the files that were opened. *
* *
* Clear the memory variables that were





To minimize errors, damage, and waste resulting from
the user typing the wrong response to a prompt, several
verification statements and procedures were written into
many programs. While not every error situation was covered,
the fact that many errors were anticipated and serviced does
serve as a constant reminder to the user that his responses
must be accurate.
As an illustration, the following is a transcript of
an actual user's interaction with the system. The user's
response is denoted by an arrow.
*###♦**********♦*###*##****#
* Update / Display Records *







6: RETURN TO MAIN MENU
YOUR SELECTION, PLEASE ::7
PLEASE TYPE A NUMBER FROM 1 TO 6




* Update / Display Records *
* Of The Data Ease ♦
FILE SELECTION s
l: HOMES FILE 4: MEMORIAL FILE
2! ADULTS FILE 5: CEMETARY FILE
3! CHILDREN FILE 6t RETURN TO MAIN MENU
YOUR SELECTION, PLEASE :;l <
YOU SELECTED THE HOMES FILE. IS THIS CORRECT ? 'Y' OR 'N'
:Y <
Au±x>iiia±i£ Oj>esj.jag EdJ.e3 and J.be.i,r JjodJLcea
In DBASE II, when a file is opened it may be modified.
If its index file or files are simultaneously opened
together with the file, then the modifications are also made
to the index files. Therefore, a program was created which
automatically opens the index files together with the master
file. This program, called Update, presents the user with a
menu option to select the file that he wants to open. Then,
it gives him a menu option to find a specific location in
the file. Afterwards, it asks the user if he wants to modify
the data in the file or if he just wants to see it. The
routine uses the appropriate dBASE file manipulation
commands on behalf of the user. If the user wants to modify
the data, the user can opt to have cursor manipulation
instructions displayed on the screen or even printed.
beforehand.
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The preceding illustration was the beginning of a
typical run of this program.
CBUS Security Ueasures^
Mainframe systems have elaborate security measures to
prevent unauthorized usage. Security for micro's is almost
non-existent. Not only are most systems vulnerable to
tampering, but the consoles, themselves, can be easily
hauled away. The best protection is to lock up the discs
with critical data, just as one would lock up important
records in a file cabinet.
DBASE II is no exception to this rule. Anyone with
some knowledge of CP/M and / or dBASE II can easily have
access to the data if the discs are left lying around.
Yet, a certain measure of security is possible- and
necessary in such an active area as a synagogue office. It
is quite conceivable for the console to be frequently left
on and unattended. Therefore, a security routine was devised
which allows this to be done safely. The name of this
routine is dbasecur.
The name of this program is innocuous when one looks
at the file directory of the system disc, as every program
begins with the letters,'dbase'. Thus, one may not think of
examining it if he typed 'dir' while in CP/M mode. When
called, it recalls the system memory which also has the
dbase prefix. The system memory contains the password. The
program then displays a warning not to proceed without
authorization. Without a prompt, the user must then type the
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password to be returned to the program which called it- so
that he may proceed further. If something other than the
password is typed, the program goes into an infinite loop
until the password is typed. The words 'SYSTEM IS DISABLED.
PLEASE INFORM THE OPERATOR.' are displayed to discourage the
unauthorized user from ever touching the keyboard, again.
Automatic Eile M.aiateaaoce
Under consideration are two aspects to file
maintenance. One is keeping the data as current as possible.
The other is keeping the database in good and efficient
working order. Involved in the latter are checks for
inconsistencies between critical fields and purging the
files from deleted records. It is up to the synagogue to
schedule both types of maintenance. It may serve them best
to update their files as soon as they are aware of any
changes. Or, they may set up a weekly maintenance day to
process all modifications. The latter type of maintenance
can be performed less often. The fact that it is very
difficult to find errors when one does not know whether any
exist makes this task one to avoid until necessary.
Therefore, a series of automatic maintenance routines were
devised.
Besides the convenience of these routines, the nature
of this particular DBMS makes them very necessary. Network
and hierarchical systems rely upon address pointers to
connect the components of the database. In our system, the
field values, themselves, provide this connection in many
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cases. For example, take a 'Children' record which has a
'parenta' value of 'Harvey'. Together with the record's
'homecode' value, the system can find the record of the
child's father in the 'adults' file. But, if the father's
forename was entered as 'Harvy', then this connection is
lost.
Besides checks for inconsistencies, this set of
routines also fills in field values. To improve performance,
several fields were added to the database. For example, the
'homezip' field is part of the 'Homes' file. It was seen as
being desirable to have the zipcode value in the 'Adults'
and 'Children' files so -that "they can be indexed according
to zipcode for the mailing label programs. Rather than
requiring the operator to type these values three times,
this set of routines copies the zipcode values from the
'Homes' file to the 'Adults' and 'Children' file.
Finally, these routines make a fresh copy of the
database. This automatically compacts the database, as
deleted files are not copied. The old copy can then serve as
a back-up for the files.
The name of the program which coordinates the
maintenance process is named Mainmast. It calls Mainone and
Mainfour which check for inconsistencies. It calls Maintwo
and Mainthre which update values in the redundant fields.
Finally, it calls Mainend which makes the copy and
re-indexes the new database.
Every part of the maintenance routine is documented as
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it happens, as status messages are sent to the printer
during each step of the process.
The maintenance routine is a time consuming process
During the run, the computer should not be needed for office
usage. It is recommended that the synagogue schedule the
maintenance for periods of low usage or perhaps for after
office hours.
Once it is started and the printer is turned on, the
processes of error checking and field updating need no
operator intervention. When the system is ready to re-copy
the database, the operator need only be there to insert the
new disc. Hence, the entire procedure is almost entirely
automatic. Indeed, if massive storage facilities are
available and a fresh disc doesn't need to be inserted, the
series of programs can be re-configured to make the entire
process automatic.
CHAPTER VIII
DIRECTORY OF DATA ELEMENTS
In this chapter, the names of all of the data fields
that are in the database are listed and described.
In the descripiton, the letter '0' stands for the type
'character', the letter 'N' stands for 'number', and 'L'
stands for 'logical' (boolean).
ADBIITHDAY i Day of the month during which an adult
was born. A field in the Adults file. N, two digits.
ADHIRTHIilH i Name of the month during which an adult
was born. A field in the Adults file. N, two digits.
ADBIRIHYR Last two digits of the year during an adult
was born. A field in the Adults file. N, two digits.
Referred to in the following program ; Youngdir.
AOEDRQIJE i ■ A Pre-school child's age group in the
school. Possible values! 3,4, or 5. A field in the
Children file. C, one character. Referred to in the
following programs i Predir, Mainfour, Mainend. An index
key of the file 'Chagsufo'.
AREACQDE i The area code of a phone number. Value is
blank if the area code is 404. Otherwise, the following is
entered ! Left parenthesis, the area code, and a right
parenthesis. A field in -the Homes file. C, five
characters. Referred to in the following program : Memdir.
BAEHXIDAE i The day of the month during which a child
has or will celebrate his Ear Mitzvah ceremony at the
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synagogue. Value is left blank if the child did not
celebrate this ceremony at the synagogue or if the date has
not yet been determined. A field in the Children file. N,
two digits.
EAEmmiH L Two digits which represent the month
during which a child has had or will have his Bar Mitzvah
ceremony at the synagogue. Its value determination is
similar to the field BARMITDAY. A field in the Children
file. N, two digits.
BABEllBLAQ i An indicator as to whether a plaque
commemorating a given child's Bar Mitzvah ceremony was
purchased. Its value is 'Y' if yes and 'N' if not. A field
in the Children file. Of type L.
BAEMIIiE 1. The last two digits of the year during
which a child celebrated or will celebrate his Bar Mitzvah
at the synagogue. It's value determination is similar to the
field BARMITDAY. A field in the Children file. N, two
digits.
EUSADDRESS 1. The full address (street number, street,
and city) of a person's principle place of business. Blank
if a person is unemployed. A field in the Adults file. C,
25 characters, max.
RIISEHOME Ju The phone number of a person's principle
place of business. Blank if a person is unemployed.
Otherwise, its value consists of three digits, a bar, and
then four digits. A field in the Adults file. C, 8
characters. Referred to in the following programs ;
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Boardsub, Parents.
CEMHAME i. The name of a cemetary in which a plot is
located. A field in the Cemetary file. C, 10 characters,
max. An index key of the file Cemplot.
CHEIEIHBAI L The day of the month during which a
child was born. Its value is similar to the ADEIRTHDAY
field. A field in the Children file. N, two digits.
CHBIRIHIH L The last two digits of the year during
which a child was born. Its value is similar to ADEIRTHYH
except that it is of type character to permit multi-indexing
with other character fields. A field in the Children file.
C, two characters. Referred to in the following programs :
Youthdir, Mainend. An index key of the file, 'Chbisufo'.
CHILDEEII 1 A child's forename. A field in the
Children file. C, 10 characters, maximum. Referred to in
the following programs s Lasrd, Predir, Hebdir, Youthdir,
Mainfour, and Mainend. An index key of the files 'Chagsufo'
and 'Chscsnfm'.
CHlLESEll i A child's surname. A field in the
Children file. C, 10 characters, maximum. Referred to in
the following programs : Lasrd, Predir, Hebdir, Youthdir,
Mainfour, and Mainend. An index key of the files
'Chagsufo', 'Chscsnfm', and 'Chbisufo'.
DARSCHQOL i An indicator as to whether a child who is
eligible to attend a Jewish day school does in fact attend
one or not. Its value is 'Y' if a child attends a day school
and 'N' if he doesn't. A field in the Children file. L, one
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character.
EHGDAl L The day of the English month during which a
person observes an anniversary for a deceased relative. A
field in the Memorial file. C, two characters. Referred to
in the following programs s Memleter, Mainend. An index key
of the file 'Memonday'.
EMQMQlilH L Two digits which correspond to the English
month during which a person observes an anniversary for a
deceased relative. A field in the Memorial file. C, two
characters. Referred -to in the following programs :
Memleter, Mainend. An index key of the file 'Memonday'.
ENGXEAR 1. The last two digits of the year for which
the values for ENGDAY and ENGYEAR were calculated for.
(These values change yearly since the anniversary of death
is observed according to the date on the Hebrew calendar and
the Hebrew and English calendar years differ by between
eleven and nineteen days.) A field in the Memorial file. N,
two digits.
EAULLililAIIE 1. The surname of the primary head of a
household. Referred to in the following programs s Lasra,
Lasrb, Lasrd, Memdir, Mainthre, Mainend. A field of the
Homes file. C, ten characters, maximum. An index key of the
file 'Hosufo'.
GUARIIHQME i. The homecode of a child's guardian when
the guardian does not reside with the child's primary local
guardian. For example, if the parents of a child are
divorced and the child's primary residence is with his
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mother, then his father's homecode would be entered in this
field. This field is blank if n/a. A field of the Children
file. C, eight characters.
GUABDIiAIlE 4 The forename of the adult whose homecode
is entered in the GUARD- NAME field of a child. A field of
the Children file. C, ten characters, maximum.
HEDJJEilDA^i i The day of the Hebrew month during which
a person observes an anniversary of death (yahrzeit) for a
deceased relative. A field in the Memorial file. N, two
digits from 01 to 30. Referred to in the following program
! Memleter.
HEEBEUMON 4 The name of a Hebrew month during which a
yahrzeit anniversary is observed. Possible values : Tishrei,
Cheshvan, Kislev, Teves, Shevat, Adar,(Adar I, Adarll),
Nissan, lyar, Sivan, Tamuz, Av, Ellul. A field in the
Memorial file. C, eight characters, maximum. Referred to in
the following program J Memleter.
HQMECQDE 4 A character code that is made to uniquely
identify every family that the synagogue serves or that
contains a family member that serves^the synagogue (e.g. an
employee of the synagogue). For families that the synagogue
serves, the assignment of homecodes follows the synagogue's
membership framework. Thus, if in one household there are
two membership units, (e.g. two unmarried adults that have
seperate memberships) then they are each given one homecode.
If a husband and wife are separated, then they are each
given separate homecodes. The value for homecode is assigned
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as follows. Up to the first five characters of the homecode
field are typically the first five characters of the surname
of the adult that is the primary head of the house. In the
case of a married couple, the man's surname is utilised. If
the surname has less that five characters, then the entire
surname is typically used. The remaining characters of the
homecode field are typically the first characters of the
forename of the household head, mentioned above. If the
surname and forename together consist of less then eight
characters, then the rest of the field is left blank.
According to this method of assignment, duplication is
possible. When this would result, any scheme which preserves
the uniqueness and the general format of the homecodes can
be utilized. For example, for two homes whose household
heads have the name ' Harry Hope ', one homecode could be
'hopeharr' and the other could be 'hopehary'. If a family
both serves the synagogue and is served by the synagogue,
the latter context is used when first setting up its
homecode. A field in the following files : Homes, Adults,
Children, Memorial, and Cemetary. Referred to in the
following programs : Lasra, Lasrb, Lasrc, Lasrd, Boardsub,
Youngdir, Youthdir, Predir, Parents, Memleter, Mainone,
Maintwo, Mainthre, Mainfour, Mainend. An index key of the
following files : Homhomec, Horaezip, Adhofor, Adziphom,
Chhosnm, Chziphom, Memhome, Cemhom, Cemplots, Memrelat.
HDMRCITi i The name of the city where a family
maintains its primary residence. A field of the Homes file.
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C, twelve characters, maximum. Referred to in the following
programs s Lasra, Lasrb, Lasrc Lasrd, Memdir, Youngdir,
Hebdir, Parents, Youthdir, Memleter.
EQHEEHQNE L The phone number of a family's primary
home phone. A field in the Homes file. C, eight characters.
Same structure as the Busphone field. Referred to in the
following programs : Memdir, Youngdir.
HQMESIATE 1. The name of the state in which a family
maintains its primary residence. For foreign addresses, the
name of the country and the 'zipcode' are entered in this
field. A field in the Homes file. C, twelve characters,
maximum. Referred to in the following programs : Lasra,
Lasrb, Lasrc, Lasrd, Memdir, Memleter.
UQMESXREEX L The house number and street name of a
family's primary residence. If a person is addressed c/o
another family, then this is included here. A field in the
Homes file. C, twenty-five characters, maximum. Referred to
in the following programs s Lasra, Lasrb, Lasrc, Lasrd,
Memdir, Boardsub, Hebdir, Youthdir, Youngdir, Memdir,
Parents, Memleter.
HQMEZIE L The zipcode of a family's primary
residence. The value '00000' is given to all foreign
addresses. A field in the Homes file. C, five characters.
An index key for the following file s Homezip.
KQHEHLEyi L The status of a person with regards to
specific religious privileges. The possible values for this
field are s 'K' for Kohen, 'L' for Levy, or blank. A field
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in the Adults file. C, one character.
MAILCQDE i The mailing and membership classification
of a family for which a homecode exists. There are four
values of this field for members 'PA' for patron, 'SU' for
supporter, 'PF' for patron / female, and 'SF' for supporter
/ female. (The latter two are designed for females that are
single household heads.> For non-members, there are two
values : 'GE' for non-members who are on the synagogue's
general mailing list, and 'NO' for those who are not on the
mailing list and will not receive the synagogue's general
mailings. A field in the Homes file. C, two characters.
Referred to in the following programs : Labelmen, Memdir.
UOENAEZ L A code that indicates the times that a
child attends the synagogue pre-school. 'M' for a child who
attends the morning program, 'A' for the afternoon
program, 'B' for both, and blank if the child doesn't attend
the school. A field in the Children file. C, one character.
OCCUEAIIDN 1 The primary occupation of a person.
Blank if n/a. A field in the Adults file. C, ten
characters, maximum.
FAEENIA i The forename of a child's primary local
guardian who shares his/ her homecode. This is typically the
father's forename, if applicable. A field in the Children
file. C, ten characters, maximum. Referred to in the
following programs: Parents, Youthdir, Mainone, Maintwo.
EARENIE i. The forename of a child's secondary local
guardian who shares his/ her homecode. This is typically the
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mother's forename, if applicable. Its value is blank if n/a.
A field in the Children file. C, ten characters, maximum.
Referred to in the following programs! Parents, Youthdir,
Mainone, Maintwo.
ELAQUE L An indicator as to whether a memorial plaque
was purchased in memory of a deceased person. A field in
the Memorial file. L, one character. Referred to in the
following program : Memleter.
ELQINIIMEER i. The number which is assigned to a grave
site in a given cemetary. A field in the Cemetary file. C,
five characters, maximum. An index key for the Cemplot
file. An index key for the Memrelat file.
ELQIEAID 1 An indicator as to whether a given
cemetary plot was paid for or not. A field in the Cemetary
file. L, one character.
ELDISIAJES i An indicator as to whether a given
cemetary plot is
RELAlIQIi L A category of family or social
relationship. For example, 'brother'. A field in the
Memorial file. C, ten characters, maximum. Referred to in
the following program s Memleter. An index key for the
Memrelat file.
RELAXiyEMM L The full name (title, forename, and
surname) of a relative. Used for memorial and cemetary
purposes. A field for the Memorial and Cemetary files. C,
twenty characters, maximum. Referred to in the following
program s Memleter. An index key for the Memrelat file.
4?
EELAliyEQE The forename.of the living person for whom
the synagogue is keeping a record of his relative. This
person must have a record in the Adults file. A field for
the Memorial and Cemetary files. C, ten characters.
Referred to in the following programs : Mainone, Mainthre.
An index key for the Memrelat file.
aCHQQL 1. A code which indicates the synagogue school
that a child attends. 'PR' stands for pre-school, 'HE' for
Hebrew school, 'SU' for Sunday school, and 'HI' for the high
school program. These schools have no overlap. If a child
does not attend any of these schools, then the value is left
blank. A field in the Children file. C, two characters.
Referred to in the following programs! Labelmen, Hebdir,
Mainfour, Mainend. An index key for the following file !
Chhcsnfm.
EEII1A.R2.ENI1 L The forename of the person who is the
primary head of a household. In the case of a married
couple, this is the name of the husband. This person has
the primary responsibility for the household. A field in
the Homes file. C, ten characters, maximum. Referred to in
the following programs s Lasra, Memdir, Mainone, Mainthre,
Mainend. An index key for the following file ! Hosufo.
EECOMDEMM i The forename of the person who is the
secondary head of a household. In the case of a married
couple, this is the name of the wife. If non-applicable,
this field is left blank. A field in the Homes file. C, ten
characters, maximum. Referred to in the following programs
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! Lasra, Memdir, Mainone, Mainthre.
S.EC.Q11DNA11E i. The surname of the person who is the
secondary head of a household. This is left blank in one of
two cases. One, if this person is married to the primary
head of the house and she utilizes the family name as her
surname. Two, when this is not applicable. A field in the
Homes file. C, ten characters, maximum. Referred to in the
following programs '• Lasra, Memdir, Mainthre.
S.EXQEADIIL1 1. A code which indicates the sex of an
adult. 'M' for male, 'F' for female. A field in the Adults
file. C, one character. Referred to in the following
programs s Youngdir, Mainend. An index key for the
following file : Adsesufo.
SEXQECHILD i. A code which indicates the sex of a
child. Same as for 'SEXOFADULT A field in the Children file.
C, one character.
EEQllSENAME L The forename of a person's present
spouse. To speed data entry, it is recommended that this
field only be filled for the husbands. A field in the
Adults file. C, ten characters.
STAEECQDE i A code which represents the type of
employment that a person has with the synagogue. 'CL' stands
for clergy, 'CA' for cantor, 'EX' for executive, 'OF' for
other office staff, 'MA' for maintenance, 'TA' for afternoon
teachers, 'TM' for morning teachers, and 'TB' for teachers
who teach both during the morning and afternoon. These jobs
have no overlap. A field in the Adults file. C, two
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characters. Referred to in the following programs "•
Boarddir, Parents, Mainend. An index key for the following
file i Adstsufo.
i. The surname of an adult. A field in the
Adults file. C, ten characters, maximum. Referred to in the
following programs : Lasrb, Boardsub, Youngdir, Parents,
Maintwo, Mainthre, Mainend. An index key for the following
files : Adofsufo, Adstsufo, Adsesuf
i A code that indicates whether a person is
a synagogue officer. 'E' for an executive board member, 'B'
for a board member, and blank if the person is not an
officer. A field of the Adults file. C, one character.
Referred to in the following programs: Boarddir, Labelmen,
Mainend. An index key for the following file : Adofsufo.
S-ZIiQRQ 1. A code that indicates whether a person is a
member of one of the synagogue's social organizations. 'E'
for brotherhood, 'S' for sisterhood. Blank if n/a. A field
in the Adults file. C, one character. Referred to in the
following program : Labelmen.
TITLE L The characters or word that precede a
person's forename when formally addressing him or her.
Examples are ■ Hr., Mrs., Miss, Dr., Rabbi, Rev. A field in
the Adults file. C, six characters, maximum. Referred to in
the following programs : Lasra, Lasrb, Boardsub, Maintwo,
Mainthre.
UEDAHEiyDI i The day of the month of a person's
current wedding anniversary. To speed data entry, this and
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the next two fields are only given values in records of
males. Blank if n/a. This field has the same structure as
ADBIRTHDAY. A field in the Adults file. N, two digits from
01 to 31.
ilEDANNimil i Two digits that indicate the month
during which an adult has a wedding anniversary. Blank if
n/a. This field has the same structure as ADBIRTHMTH. A
field in the Adults file. N, two digits from 01 to 12.
UEnAMMIiZlR i. The last two digits of the year during
which a person was married to his current wife. Blank if
n/a. This field has the same structure as ADBIRTHYR. A
field in the Adults file. N, two digits. Referred to in the
following program s Youngdir.
Y.QLIZUQRQUE L A code which indicates a child's
affiliation with a synagogue youth group. 'P' for the
pre-junior group,'J' for the junior group 'S' for the senior
group, blank if the child is not affiliated with any of
these groups. A field in the Children file. C, one




The dBASE II software does not allow more than two
files to be open at any one time. During many applications,
information from more than two files is needed. To access a
third file, one of the two already opened must be closed and
then re-opened when the data is obtained. This consumes a
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relatively large amount of time and deteriorates the
performance of the task being done. To avoid having to do
this during run time, several fields were added to the
database which contain the needed information for such
applications. They were placed in one of the two open files,
to be readily accessible. The values of these fields are
automatically entered when the system's maintenance routine
is performed to insure accuracy and avoid wasting time with
multiple data entry. Since this maintenance routine is
performed after hours, the data is readily and conveniently
available during times of heavy usage. Although the extra
fields consume storage, it was decided that the trade off
for overall system performance was justified, especially in
light of the rapidly falling costs for storage.
**#♦♦****#♦#*#»***#•*******•*******#*#♦*♦*♦♦#****##*
XADZIE i. The zip code of an adult, gotten from the
Homes file during the maintenance program Maintwo. A field
of the Adults file. C, five characters. Referred to in the
following program : Maintwo, Mainend.
3C.CHZLE L The zip code of a child, gotten from the
Homes file during the maintenance program, Maintwo. A field
of the children program. C, five characters. Referred to in
the following programs ! Maintwo, Mainend.
XMAJLCDDE i The mailcode of an adult, gotten from the
Homes file during the maintenance program, Maintwo. A field
of the Adults file. C, two characters.
XMEMMAME i The full name (title, forename, and
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surname) of a person for whom a memorial record is being
kept. The title and surname values are gotten from the
Adults file during the maintenance program, Mainthre. A
field of the Memorial file. C, twenty characters. Referred
to in the following programs s Memleter, Mainthre.
IRAHES i The full names (titles, forenames, and
surnames) of the primary and secondary heads of a household.
The title and surname values are gotten from the Adults file
during the maintenance program, Mainthre. A field in the
Homes file. C, twenty-five characters. Referred to in the
following program s Mainthre.
XBAREMTS i. The full names (titles, forenames, and
surnames) of a child's parents. The title and surname values
are gotten from the Adults file during the maintenance
program Maintwo. A field in the Children file. C, twenty




1) If a person is a member of the synagogue then his /
her spouse also is a member.
2) No more than two people sharing the same Homecode
value need to be considered as household heads.
3) No two people sharing the same Homecode value need
to have identical values for the following fields ;
Primaryfnm, Secondfnm, Forename, Parenta, Parentb,
Relativeof, Childfnm.
4) If a child does not live with his actual primary
guardian, then it is sufficient to assign the child the
Homecode value of the person with whom he currently resides.
5) In the synagogue population, a husband's age is
close to his wife's.
6) No more than one complete set of business
information is needed for each person.
7) If a child's relative needs to be memorialized,
then it is sufficient to use his local guardian's name for
the 'relativeof' field of that memorial record.
8) If a child has values in his record for the Parenta
and Parentb fields, it is acceptable to refer to them as Mr.




9) If in a Homes record there is a value for the
Secondname field, then that person for whom it is kept does




The data of the database is assumed to be stored on a
medium that is on line and readily accessible to the
computer.
Storage is measured in terms of kilobytes. The storage
requirements of this system were determined by loading a
disc with the required amount of records and afterwards
displaying the status of the disc.
Listed next are the storage requirements for ail of
the files in the system which was designed for the
synagogue.
The expected number of records per file were obtained
from the executive director of the synagogue, Mr. Fred
Glusman.
File Number Number Storage Storage Storage Total
Name Of Of Per Index For For For




Homes 600 3 14 42 82 124
Adults 1200 6 24 144 156 300
Children 300 5 7 35 34 69
Memorial 500 3 11 33 46 79
Cemetary 600 2 12 24 34 58
Total for database files : 630 K
Listed next is the commercial software which runs the




the software that was specifically designed for the
synagogue. The remaining two programs were found to be
especially useful and are recommended to be on line.
These six programs make up the system software. The
programs with the dbase prefix are the dBASE II database
management system which is produced by Ashton - Tate Inc.











Finally, the application software which was
specifically written for the synagogue is listed next. The
system was run with three disc drives. The console drive
contained the system software and several application
programs. The database files resided on the second drive.
The application software was placed on the third drive. The
latter was written on three discs which were exchanged
whenever necessary. Because the software was split up,
duplicate copies of certain programs were necessary.
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Listed below are the storage requirements for the
application programs which were specifically created for the
synagogue. They are grouped according to the three-drive
configuration. Duplicate programs are parenthesized and are
not counted in the storage totals.
Disc One Disc Two Disc Three System Disc
Labelmen 8 Boarddir 4 Helpapp 3 BethJacob 7
Lasra 5 Eoardsub 3 Helpbro 4 Dbasecur 4
Lasrb 4 Dirmast 5 Helpedit 4 Mainmast 4
Lasrc 3 Hebdir 5 Helpmod 3 Mainend 7
Lasrd 4 Memdir 4 Helpscre 3
Lasre 6 Predir 9 Mainlsub 5
Dumylabe 3 Parents 8 Mainone 12
Labelend 2 Youngdir 6 Maintwo 7
Introma2 2 Youthdir 6 Mainthre 4
{Maintwo) Adbir ths 1 Memleter 5





Totals 37 K 55 K 73 K 22 1
Total for application software : 187 K
From the above information, if one wishes to avoid the
need to exchange discs, the entire system would require the
following minimum amount of on - line storage t
Database Files 630 K
System Software : 76 K
ApplicatlOQ Saftwace L 182 K
Total Required : 893 K
CHAPTER XI
DBASE II FROM A USEE'S PERSPECTIVE
Dbase II is a popular software package that was
designed for microcomputers. It was documented and marketed
in 1981 by Ashton-Tate of California. As the price of
secondary massive storage for micro's dropped to within the
range of the personal and small business computer market,
this and other micro DBMS became useful tools for creating
and manipulating a database.
To operate the system, one must have the following
resources : the CP/M operating system (1.4 or 2.x), a 3080,
8085, or Z-80 based system, a minimum of 48 K bytes of
memory, and one or more mass storage devices operating under
CP/M.
The software, retails for around $700. Many mail order
firms advertise dBASE II for around $425. The entire system
consists of 55 K, written in assembly language. It
interprets keyboard commands and command files to manipulate
the database.
Included with the software is a demonstration disc
which is a full version of dEASE II with the limitation that
it will only manipulate up to 15 records per file. Upon
receipt of the product, one may use the demo disc for
evaluation. If one does not open the sealed envelope




The system comes with a 360 page manual. It consists
of two parts. The first is an orientation to the entire
package. It reads well and can bring the user to a level of
competence in creating and manipulating files. The second
section is a detailed directory of all of the features of
dBASE II. To fully understand and appreciate it, one must
have mastered the first section. There are so many features
and commands that one can classify dEASE II as a programming
language. There are several sample programs in the manual
as well as a full accounting system.
To fully implement dEASE II, one must have programming
skills. The manual does not give the user these skills, nor
does it claim to do so.
The package also contains a disc with several sample
application programs to illustrate the usefulness of the
system.
There are several local classes in dEASE II currently
offerred in the Atlanta area. I have seen an advertisement
for a user's group in a computer magazine. I wrote to the
address late last year, but have not received any response.
The most significant limitations of dEASE II are the
file size limit which is 65,535 records, and the record size
limit, which is a maximum of 32 fields of up to 254
characters per field. There is a maximum of 64 memory
variables which may be available at any one time. DEASE II
does business, not scientific calculations.
My greatest difficulty was with the text editor.
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called by the system with the words 'modify command...'. The
text editor was utilized to write command files
application programs in the dBASE II 'language'.
Occasionally, fatal control characters crept in as I deleted
or inserted lines. I was never able to see a pattern and
determine the exact source of this problem. It could have
very well been a hardware related problem. My solution was
to use a different text editor.
The manual is well documentated. Yet, there were
several programming features that I had to discover how to
use by trial and error. When a file is indexed, a 'Find'
command can locate a key with a specific value. Multiple
indexing is possible, only one has to search through the
manual to find instructions on how to do it. The manual
describes how to find a key when the value is a memory
variable. Yet, no mention is made about what to do when one
wants to use use two memory variables to locate a
multi-indexed key. For example, if a 'homecode' value was
stored in a temporary variable, 'HO', and a person's
forename was stored in a variable named 'FO', to find the
record which contains both the 'homecode' and the forename,
one needs to type 'Find "SHO&FO"'.
Another discovery also dealt with memory variables.
The software has a character-to-integer function called by
typing 'Val(..)', where ... is a character string of digits.
It works simply when the string is typed in at the keyboard
or is a field value. However, no instructions are given for
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when it is a memory variable. For the characters '1234' in a
memory variable named 'Earliest', the following sequence
must be entered ’• Store "' "+Earliest+" ' " to Earliest, Store
Val ( SfEarliest) to Earliest.
All in all, I thoroughly enjoyed using dEASE II and I
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* This is the nain Menu routine. It calls the prograns that are listed on *
* the pages that follow. It has two loops. The first keeps the user in *
* systeM until he wants to exit to dBASE. The second keeps on displaying *
* the Main Menu until the user is finished using the coMputer. Then, the *
* systeM becoMes inactive and the security routine is called. The systeM *
t can then only be reactivated with the password. This protects the *
* database system from unauthorized entry while the computer is on but t
* not in use. This program then asks the user what he wants done and it *
* re-routes the system to the appropriate subroutine. *
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^4 4^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^
ERASE
SET TALK OFF
STORE F TO ENDOFDAY
DO WHILE .NOT. ENDOFDAY ( Begin loop 1 which keeps the user in the software )
* system until he wishes to return to dBASE.
* Begin security routine which asks for the password.
DO DBASECUR
* If the user didn't enter the correct password taut
* got beyond the security loop, this next statement




STORE F TO ENDOFDAY
STORE T TO BUSY
DO WHILE BUSY ( Begin loop 2 which returns the user to the menu after each;

















* MAIN MENU *'
4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^1^ 4^C 4^C 4^ 4^^^ 4^ 4^C 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^C ^




4: Print memorial letters'
5* Update or display files
6: Do automatic file'
maintenance'
7: Return to dBASE'

























DO C: ANN I VERS
USE
CASE CH0ICE«'4'







? " PUT DISC 3, MARKED 'UPDATE PROGRAMS' IN DRIVE 'C' X PRESS <RETURN)"
7
WAIT
STORE F TO DONE











? " SYSTEM IS RETURNING TO clBASE MODE. TO RE-ENTER MENU, TYPE :"
? " 'DO BETHJACOB '"
7
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» If the wrong character was pressed, an error
* Message is printed.
ERASE
? " THE CHARACTER '"+CH0ICE+"' IS NOT A MENU SELECTION. PLEASE "
? " PRESS <RETURN) AND TYPE THE CORRECT CHARACTER"
?
ilAIT
ENDCASE ( End of Menu selection and subroutine routing. )
RELEASE ALL
STORE F TO ENDOFDAY
?




? " DO YOU WANT TO RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU TO MAKE ANOTHER SELECTION ?"
7
? IF YES, TYPE A 'Y'."
7
? " IF NO, TYPE AN 'N' AND THE SYSTEM WILL BECOME INACTIVE."
? " TO RE-ACTIVATE THE SYSTEM, TYPE THE PASSWORD."
7
INPUT TO BUSY
ENDDO ( End of loop 2 which re-displays the Main Menu .)
ERASE
? "THE SYSTEM IS INACTIVE."
7
? "END OF DAY? IF SO, PRESS 'Y' TO QUIT AND ENTER C.P.M. MODE."
INPUT " OTHERWISE, PRESS 'N'." TO ENDOFDAY
ERASE




* This program is a simulation of a password routine that is utilized *
* for time sharing systems. It is executed before routines that need t
* access control, like the main menu. If the user does not type in *
* the correct password then the system is disabled until the password *
* is entered. To increase the security of the system, no prompt message*
* is given. The name of this command file and the file which stores *
* the password begin with the prefix 'DBASE' and blend in with the *
* DBASE.COM file names that are listed in the CPM directory. While the *
* security protection that this program gives is minimal, it does *
* discourage unauthorized tampering while the machine is on and not in *
* use. Also, it lends an air of integrity to the entire system. *
^|C 3|C3|C 3^ 3^ 3|C 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3|C 3^ 3|( 3^ 3|( 3^ 3|C 3^3^ 3^ 3|C 3^ 3^ 3^ 3|C 3|C 3^ 3^3^3|C 3||C 3|( 3^ 3|C 3|C 3|( 3|( 3|C 3|C3^ 3|C 3|C 3|C 3^ 3|( 3|( 3|(3|C 3|C 3^ 3^ 3|C 3|^ 3|C 3|C 3^ 3|C 3^ 3|C 3^
* The program first gets the password from
* memory and waits for the user to enter it.
RESTORE FROM DBASEMEM
ERASE
? ' *******»# WARNING )K)|c*)|c*)|t)|c*)|t*'
?
? ' System Alarm Is Activated !!!'
?
? ' Please Do Not Tamper With The Keyboard.'
7
ACCEPT 'Thank You.' TO DBASEME
STORE !<DBASEME) TO DBASEME
ERASE
* If the wrong word was entered, the system
* becomes disabled until the correct word is
* entered.




? ' SYSTEM IS DISABLED.'
7







* If the correct password was entered, the




t This is the aain prograii which directs the systen to print address *
* labels. There are ten subroutines associated with this program. The*
* user is guided through selections and procedures until the computer*
* is set up to print the labels he wants. *





















* Names of all label types are stored in mem.
DBASEMEM
GENERAL SYNAGOGUE / TO A
MEMBERSHIP / TO B
BROTHERHOOD / TO C
SISTERHOOD / TO D
SYNAGOGUE BOARD / TO E
EXECUTIVE BOARD / TO FF
PRE-SCHOOL / TO G
HEBREW SCHOOL / TO H
SUNDAY SCHOOL / TO I
PRE-JUNIOR N.C.S. Y' TO J
JUNIOR N.C.S.Y. / TO K
SENIOR N.C.S.Y. / TO L
PRE-JR. 1 JUNIOR / TO M
JUNIOR X SENIOR / TO NN
ALL YOUTH GROUPS / TO 0
OTHER / TO P
RETURN TO MENU / TO Q
STORE N TO VERIFIED
DO WHILE.NOT.VERIFIED
y 4^ 4^C 4^t 4IC 4|C 4^ 4^C 4^ 4^ 4^ ^ 4^ J^C 4^C 4IC 4^ 4^ ^
? ' * LABEL SELECTION *'
4^ y 4^ 4^^^4^4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 3|C 4^^^ 4^C ^
?
7
? ' A! '+A+' i i: '+I
? ' B: '+B+' I J: '+J
? ' Cs '+C+' i K: '+K
? ' Ds '+D+' ! L: '+L
? ' E: '+E+' 1 M: '+M
? ' F: '+FF+' 1 N: '+NN
? ' G: '+G+' i 0! '+0
? ' H: '+H+' ! P: '+?
? ' Q: '+Q
7
7
ACCEPT 'ENTER YOUR SELECTION' TO LABEL
* Menu is displayed and user selects labels







* PrograM Makes acljustMents because of syntax
DO CASE
CASE LABEL='F'
STORE 'FF' TO LABEL
CASE LABEL='N'
STORE 'NN' TO LABEL
ENDCASE
♦ Continuation of Menu routine s
7
? ' YOU SELECTED '+XLABEL
7
? " verification: IF YOU DO NOT WANT THIS LIST TYPE THE CHARACTER 'N'"
? '• OTHERWISE, TYPE A 'Y.'”
INPUT TO VERIFIED
ENDDO ( End of loop which asks for label selection and verifies the choice. )
ERASE
DO CASE ( The prograM now selects the search condition for which the printing;
subroutine will use to print the labels that the user selected...;
If the user selected 'P' then he will be asked to define it later)
CASE LABEL*'A'
STORE ".N0T.MAILC0DE*'N0'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'B'
STORE •■.NOT.(HAILCODE='GE'.OR.MAILCODE*'NO')" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'C'
STORE "SYNORG*'B'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'D'
STORE "SYN0RG='S'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'E'
STORE "SYNOFFICE*"B'.OR.SYNOFFICE*'E'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'FF'
STORE "SYNOFFICE='E'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'G'
STORE "SCHOOL*'PR'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'H'
STORE "SCHOOL*'HE'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'!'
STORE "SCHOOL*'SU'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL®
STORE "Y0UTHGR0UP*'P'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'K'
STORE "YOUTHGROUP*'J'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'L'
STORE "YOUTHGROUP='S'" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'M'
STORE "( YOUTHGROUP='P'.OR.YOUTHGROUP*'J')" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'NN'
STORE "(YOUTHGROUP='J'.OR.YOUTHGROUP*'S')" TO CONDITION
CASE LABEL*'0'
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STORE "(YOUTHGROUP='P'.OR.YOUTHGROUP='J'.OR.YOUTHGROUP='S')■■ TO CONDITION
ENDCASE ( End of the section in which the prograw autoiiatically selects the;
search condition. )
ERASE
INPUT 'TYPE THE NUMBER OF COPIES THAT YOU WANT PRINTED' TO COPIES
STORE COPIES TO TOTAL
ERASE
♦ Label fornat options.
? 'AN ADDRESS LABEL HAS THREE LINES. YOU HAVE THE OPTION OF HAVING A FOURTH.'
? ' YOU CAN DO SEVERAL THINGS WITH THIS OPTION. YOU CAN PRINT A SPECIAL'
? ' MESSAGE ON EACH LABEL ON THE EXTRA LINE. OR, YOU CAN PRINT A FIELD'
? " VALUE FOR EACH RECORD THAT HAS A LABEL (E.G.,'HOMEPHONE'). FINALLY, YOU"
? ' CAN HAVE THE COMPUTER EXECUTE A PRE-EXISTING SUBROUTINE AFTER IT FINDS'
? ' AND PRINTS A LABEL FOR EACH SELECTED RECORD.'
7
7
? 'l: NO EXTRA LINE. YOU DO NOT WANT TO USE THIS OPTION. EVERY LABEL WILL'
? ' HAVE THREE LINES.'
? '2: AN EXTRA LINE THAT WILL CONTAIN A MESSAGE.'
? "3s AN EXTRA LINE THAT WILL CONTAIN A FIELD VALUE OR VALUES OF EACH LABEL'S"
? ' RECORD.'
? '4s EXECUTION OF A PRE-EXISTING COMMAND FILE AFTER EACH LABEL IS PRINTED.'
? '5s EXIT TO MAIN MENU.'
ACCEPT ' PLEASE SELECT YOUR OPTION ' TO OPTION
ERASE
DO CASE < The progran is configured according to the option that was selected.)
CASE OPTION='l'
STORE ' ' TO LINE4
CASE 0PTI0N='2'
ACCEPT 'PLEASE TYPE YOUR MESSAGE ( 25 CHARACTERS OR LESS) ' TO LINE4
CASE OPTION*'3'
? " PLEASE TYPE YOUR FIELD VALUE(S).EXAMPLEsTRIM<HOMECODE)+' s '+HOMEPHONE"
ACCEPT TO OPT
CASE OPTION*'4'
ACCEPT ' PLEASE TYPE YOUR FILENAME. EXAMPLES CsMYFILE ' TO OPT
OTHERWISE
RETURN
ENDCASE ( End of configuration. )
* Disc copy option.
ERASE
? 'THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT THE MAILING LABELS ON THE PRINTER.'
7
? 'IF YOU WISH, IT WILL ALSO PRINT A COPY ON THE DISC.'
7
7 "DO YOU WANT THIS EXTRA COPY ? 'Y' OR 'N'."
7
INPUT TO ALT
IF ALT ( If the user wants a copy on the disc...)
STORE F TO RIGHT
DO WHILE .NOT. RIGHT
ERASE
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? ' PLEASE TYPE THE FILE NAME WHICH WILL CONTAIN THIS COPY.'




? ' YOU TYPED '+FILENAME+'. IS THIS CORRECT ?'
INPUT TO RIGHT
ENDDO ( End of input I verification loop. )
SET ALTERNATE TO ^FILENAME
ENDIF ( If the user wants a copy of the labels on the disc. >
ERASE
DO CASE ( The prograM now directs the computer to do the subroutines which;
will print the labels that the user selected. )
CASE ( LABEL*'A'.OR.LABEL*'B' )
DO CsBUMYLABE
*( Which guides the user to set up the printer.)
DO WHILE C0PIES>0 ( Print the selected number of labels. )
DO CSLASRA
■ ♦( The correct label printing subroutine.)
DO C:LABELEND
*( Which prints a set of identifying labels for the tape.)
STORE COPIES-1 TO COPIES
ENDDO < End of copy loop.>
CASE LABEL*'P'
DO C:LASRE




*( Which asks the user if he wants a maintanence routine to
* be done, to insure data accuracy. )
DO C:DUMYLABE
♦ ( To set up the printer. )
DO WHILE COPIES)© ( Copy loop. )







ENDCASE ( End of subroutine selection. )
DO C:LABELEND
♦ ( Identification labels. >
STORE COPIES-1 TO COPIES
ENDDO ( End of copy loop 2 )





* This prograM is called by 'labeliien' and by 'lasre' which control label ♦
* printing. It is called right before the labels are printed. The prograM *
* prints duMMy labels beforehand so that the user can adjust the label *
* paper on the printer. It continues to do so until the user responds that*
* the paper is adjusted. Then control is given to the appropriate label *
* printing routine. *
4 4^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4444444444444444
^p ^p^p ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p^p ^p ^p ^p^^ ^p np ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p
ERASE
e 5,20 SAY ' FEED THE LABEL TAPE INTO THE PRINTER.'
0 6,20 SAY ' LEFT JUSTIFY THE TAPE. THAT IS, KEEP'
0 7,20 SAY ' THE LEFT FEEDER TRACK ON THE LEFT AND'
0 8,20 SAY ' MOVE THE RIGHT TRACK TOWARDS THE LEFT.'
0 12,20 SAY ' PRESS <RETURN) WHEN YOU'




* The prograM will print duMMy labels until the
* user signals that the label tape is adjusted.
ERASE
STORE F TO ADJUSTED
DO WHILE.NOT.ADJUSTED
STORE 1 TO COUNTER
SET PRINT ON
IF ALT ( If a disc file will be created.. >
SET ALTERNATE ON
ENDIF
* Four duMMy labels are printed.
DO WHILE COUNTER < 5
? ' NAME OF PERS0N<S)'
? ' ADRESS'
? ' CITY/STATE/ZIP'
? ' EXTRA MESSAGE/COMMAND'
7
7








0 5,20 SAY ' IS THE TAPE PROPERLY ADJUSTED?'
0 8,20 SAY •’ IF YES THEN PRESS 'Y' (YES) ”
0 9,20 SAY ' IF NOT THEN FIRST RE-ADJUST THE'.
0 10,20 SAY " TAPE AND THEN PRESS 'N' (NO). II
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0 11,20 SAY ' THE COMPUTER WILL PRINT ANOTHER'
0 12,20 SAY ' SET OF TEST LABELS.'
INPUT TO ADJUSTED
ENDDO ( End of the procedure which continues to print dunny labels until the)






* This prograM is one of five subroutines that are called *
* by the nailing label progran. It does the actual printing ♦
* of the labels. This progran uses the HOMES file and *
* prints, in zipcode order, the labels of HOME records which ♦
* satisfy certain conditions. These conditions are deternined*
* by the type of nailing label that was selected. The progranJtt
* searches the file and looks for records that have field *
* values which satisfy these conditions. That is, it looks *
* for records for which the conditions are true for then. *
* In this progran, once a record is found, it is processed *
* in three parts. Afterwards, the progran perforns a skippingijc
* routine which finds the next record< s ) that satisfy<ies) *
* the condition. )|c
«|f ^1* >1^ ^1# «1» ^1# ^|» ^1,
* Note : In this and subsequent prograns, the 'locate for' »
* connand nay prove to be nore efficient for locating data in*
* indexed files. The denonstration disc did not allow for *
* testing this possibility because of the snail file size *
* which it inposes. *
4^ ^t. 4l»^# ^|. «i# «|* .1*
IF ALT ( If a copy of the labels will be nade on the disc...)
SET ALTERNATE ON
ENDIF
* Enable printer and open files.
SET PRINT ON
USE B:H0MES INDEX BsHOMEZIP
SELECT SECONDARY
USE BsADULTS INDEX B:ADH0F0R
STORE 0 TO COUNT
SELECT PRIMARY
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF < Of hones file.)
DO WHILE .NOT.EOF.AND.XCONDITION
* When a record that satisfies the condition
* is found, a label is printed.
* This process has three parts!
* Part One! Find the title<s) of adults<s).
SELECT SECONDARY
STORE P.HOMECQDE TO HO
STORE PRIMARYFNM TO PF
FIND "XHOXPF"
STORE TRIM<TITLE) TO TI
IF SECONDFNM <> < and there is soneone listed in the SECONDFNM field...)
STORE SECONDFNM TO SF
FIND "XHO&SF"
ENDIF < There was soneone listed in the 'SECONDFNM' field of this hone. )
* Part Two! Print first line of the label,
* depending upon the fanily structure.
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IF SECONDNAME O''
? 'THE '+TRIM(FAMILYNAME)+' FAHILY'
ELSE
IF SECONDFNM O''
? TRIM(TI)+' X '+TRIM( TITLE)+' '+FAMILYNAME
ELSE
? TRIM(TITLE)+' '+TRIH(FORENAME)+' '+FAMILYNAME
ENDIF (2)
ENDIF (1)
♦ Part Three! Print the rest of the label
? HOMESTREET
? TRIM(HOMECITY)+' '+TRIM( HOMESTATE)+' '+HOMEZIP
* An extra line is or is not printed,
* depending on the choice wade in the
* 'labelMen' prograx.
DO CASE








* Increiient the counter, release the MCMory
* variables, and get the next record.






ENDDO ( End of processing a record that satisfies the condition.)
DO WHILE .NOT.(EOF .OR. ^CONDITION ) ( Skip until next desired record is ;
found or until eof)
SKIP
ENDDO ( End of skipping routine. )








* This second subroutine also prints labels according to the *
* condition that was selected by the user froM the label nenu*
* It Hakes a label that satisfies the condition which results*
* froM the selection. The condition is dependent upon field *
* values that are in the ADULTS file. To preserve zipcode *
* order, the indexed file is used. If wore than one person in*
* a hone satisfies the condition, then one label is printed *
* for the entire fanily. This is done by counting the nuMber *
* of records of a given ■'hoMecode' that satisfy the *
* condition. As with all nailing prograns, a count of labels *
* is deterwined. *
4^4 ^^ 444
IF ALT ( If a copy of the labels will be Made on the disc...)
SET ALTERNATE ON
ENDIF
* Enable printer and open files.
SET PRINT ON
USE B:ADULTS INDEX BsADZIPHOM
GOTO TOP
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:HONES INDEX B:H0HH0HEC
SELECT PRIHARY
* Begin processing.
STORE 0 TO COUNT
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
STORE P.HOHECODE TO HO
STORE 0 TO NUMBER
* The nuMber of records having the sane
* 'honecode' which satisfy the condition
* is deternined.
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF .AND. P.H0MEC0DE=H0
IF ^CONDITION
STORE NUMBER+1 TO NUMBER
* If only record is found the adult's full
* nane is stored.
IF NUMBER=1
STORE TRIM<TITLE)+' '+TRIM(FORENAME)+;
' '+TRIM(SURNAME) TO TI
ENDIF ( Only one record which satisfies the condition was found. )




ENDDO ( End of evaluating a group of records that have the sane 'honecode'. )
* If one or More records were found, then a
* label is counted and printed. The text of
* the first line depends upon the nuMber of .











? "THE '+TRIM(FAMILYNAME)+' FAMILY"
ENDIF
t The text of the rest of the label is the
* sane for then all.
IF NUMBER>0
STORE COUNT+1 TO COUNT
? HOMESTREET
? TRIM<HOMECITY)+" "+TRIM(HOMESTATE)+" "+HOMEZIP
* The prograM prints or doesn't print an extra
* line, according to the choice Made in
* 'labelMen'.
DO CASE










ENDIF ( End of the procedure which prints a label. )
* The MeMory is cleared and the next record is













* This is the third subroutine of the nailing labels Menu. 3|t
* According to the selected condition, it exanines the *
* CHILDREN file and prints one label per "honecode' to the *
* parents of the child(ren> who satisfy<ie5) it. An indexed^
* file is used to Maintain zipcode order. A count of labels*
* is Maintained. Again, only one label is printed per hone.*
^|c
IF ALT ( If a copy of the labels will be Made on the disc...)
SET ALTERNATE ON
ENDIF
* Enable printer and open files.
SET PRINT ON
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHZIPHOM
GOTO TOP
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:H0MES INDEX B:H0HH0MEC
SELECT PRIMARY
STORE 0 TO COUNT
STORE F TO FOUND
* Begin processing.
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
* Each group of records that have the saMe 'hoMecode'
* is exaMined for the selected condition.
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF .AND. HOMECODE=HO
* If a record is found, the prograM notes this to
* avoid duplication. Also the parent's naMe is saved.
IF ^CONDITION
STORE T TO FOUND.
STORE XPARENTS TO PARENTS










* If a record in the group was found, then a label is
* printed and counted.
* The corresponding HoMes record is found.
? PARENTS
? HOMESTREET
? TRIM<HOMECITY)+' '+TRIM( HOMESTATE)+' '+;
HOMEZIP
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* An extra line is or isn't printed, according to
* the option that was chosen in 'labelnen'.
DO CASE









STORE COUNT+1 TO COUNT
ENDIF ( End of label printing and counting. )
* The MeMory is cleared and the next record is













* In this fourth printing routine for nailing labels, the *
t selected condition is dependent upon values in the #
* CHILDREN file. However, unlike the previous subroutine, *
* the children thenselves are addressed and not their *
* parents. A count of the nunber of children per 'honecode'*
* is deternined so that each hone gets no wore than one *
t Mailing piece. Again, an indexed file is used to
* preserve zipcode order. Also, a count of labels is kept. *
IF ALT ( I.f a copy of the labels will be Made on the disc...)
SET ALTERNATE ON
ENDIF
* Enable printer and open files.
SET PRINT ON
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHZIPHOH
GOTO TOP
SELECT SECONDARY
USE BsHOMES INDEX B:H0MH0MEC
SELECT PRIMARY
STORE 0 TO COUNT
STORE F TO FOUND
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
* Each group of children's records that have the saMe
* 'hoMecode' is exaMined. The nunber of records that
* satisfy the condition is deterMined.
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
STORE 0 TO NUMBER
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF .AND. HOMECODE=HO
IF ^CONDITION
STORE T TO FOUND
STORE TRIM(CHILDFNM)+' '+TRIM(CHILDSNM ) TO NAME
STORE NUMBER+1 TO NUMBER




ENDDO ( End of procedure which exanines a group of records that have the ;
saMe 'hoMecode'. )
SKIP-1
* If a record is found, a label is printed for it or
♦ for its group.
IF FOUND





* For the first line, if one record was found, the
* label is addressed to the child. If More than one
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? 'THE '+TRIM(FAMILYNAME)+' FAMILY'
ENDIF ( End of procedure which prints the first line of the label. )
* The rest of the label is now printed.
? HOMESTREET
? TRIM(HOMECITY)+' '+TRIM( HOMESTATE)+' '+H0MEZIP
t An extra line is or isn't printed, according to the
* the option that was selected in 'labelwen'.
DO CASE









STORE COUNT+1 TO COUNT
ENDIF ( End of printing a label. )
* The MBHory is cleared and the next record is
* obtained, unless eof.












* This final nailing label subroutine allows the user to define #
* his own conditions for the subroutines to search the files for.#
* It asks the user for the category of labels he wants and the #
* progran selects the appropriate subroutine. #
3)c 3^ 3^ 3#3#3^3#3^3|C3^3^ 3tE3^3^3^ 3^3^3fC3^ 3^ 3^ 3|C3|(3^3^ 3^ 3# 3#3^3^
3K Introduction
ERASE
? ' THIS PROGRAH ALLOWS YOU TO DEFINE YOUR OWN LABEL CONDITION. THE COMPUTER'
? 'WILL SEARCH THE DATABASE FOR THE CONDITION THAT YOU SPECIFY AND IT WILL
? 'PRINT LABELS FOR EACH RECORD FOR WHICH THAT CONDITION IS TRUE.
?
? ' FOR THE PROGRAH TO PRODUCE YOUR DESIRED RESULTS, THE CONDITION MUST BE '
? 'EXPRESSED ACCORDING TO THE LOGICAL AND SYNTACTICAL RULES OF dBASE 11. IF '
? 'YOU ARE NOT THAT FAMILIAR WITH THESE RULES, YOU SHOULD MANUALLY CHECK
? 'SEVERAL LABELS AND ALSO THE FILE FROM WHICH THEY WERE TAKEN FROM TO MAKE '
? 'SURE THAT NOTHING IS MISSING AND THAT NOTHING IS EXTRA. THE dBASE 11 MANUAL'
? 'DISCUSSES THESE RULES ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES: A 37>38, A 80-81, & B 16-17.'
?
? ' A COMMON SOURCE OF ERROR IS FROM NOT USING THE RIGHT EXPRESSION FOR THE'
? 'DATA TYPE THAT IS IN THE FIELD. REMEMBER TO ENCLOSE ALL SEARCH VALUES FOR'
? 'CHARACTERS IN QUOTE MARKS. IF YOU WANT TO COMPARE A FIELD VALUE TO A
? "NUMBER,IF THE DATA DICTIONARY SAYS THAT THE FIELD IS OF TYPE 'CHARACTER', "
? "THEN REMEMBER TO CONVERT THE FIELD TO ITS INTEGER VALUE WITH THE 'VAL' "
? 'FUNCTION <E.G. VAL(HOMEZIP>>30300).'
?
? ' WHEN YOU ARE READY TO CONTINUE, PLEASE PRESS ANY KEY.'
WAIT
ERASE
? ' THERE ARE FOUR SUBROUTINES WHICH PROCESS LABELS. '
?
7
? ' Ut LABEL SUBROUTINES ***'
7
? " l: THIS SEARCHES THE 'HOMES' FILE FOR FIELD VALUES WHICH ARE TRUE FOR THE"
? " SPECIFIED CONDITION (E.G. HOMEZIP®'30329'). IT PRINTS ONE LABEL"
? ' PER HOME. '
? " 2; THIS SEARCHES THE 'ADULTS' FILE FOR THE SPECIFIED CONDITION. IF MORE "
? " THAN ONE 'ADULT' RECORD AT A GIVEN HOME SATISFIES THE CONDITION, "
? ' THEN ONE LABEL IS PRINTED FOR THE ENTIRE HOME.'
? " 3: THIS SEARCHES THE 'CHILDREN' FILE FOR THE SPECIFIED CONDITION. IT "
? " ADDRESSES THE LABELS TO THE PARENTS OF THE 'CHILD' RECORD FOR "
? " WHICH THE THE CONDITION IS TRUE. IF MORE THAN ONE 'CHILD' RECORD"
? ' AT A GIVEN HOME SATISFIES THE CONDITION, THEN ONE LABEL IS '
? ' PRINTED FOR THE ENTIRE HOME. '
? " 4: THIS SEARCHES THE 'CHILDREN' FILE FOR THE SPECIFIED CONDITION. IT "
? ' ADDRESSES THE LABELS TO THE CHILDREN, THEMSELVES. AGAIN, ONLY'
? ' ONE LABEL IS PRINTED PER HOME.'
? ' 5: EXIT FROM THIS SUBROUTINE.'
7
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? " '1' WAS SELECTED. HOMES FILE WILL BE SEARCHED. LABELS WILL BE "
? ' ADDRESSED TO THE HEAD<S) OF THE HOUSEHOLD.'
CASE SELECTION*'2'
? " '2' WAS SELECTED. ADULTS FILE WILL BE SEARCHED. LABELS WILL BE "
? ' ADDRESSED TO AN ADULT OR TO A FAMILY IF MORE THAN ONE ADULT'
? ' IN A FAMILY SATISFIES THE CONDITION.'
CASE SELECTI0N*'3'
? " '3' WAS SELECTED. CHILDREN FILE WILL BE SEARCHED. LABELS WILL BE "
? ' ADDRESSED TO THE PARENTS OF A CHILD OR CHILDREN.'
CASE SELECTION*'4'
? " '4' WAS SELECTED. CHILDREN FILE WILL BE SEARCHED. LABELS WILL BE "
? ' ADDRESED TO A CHILD OR TO A FAMILY IF MORE THAN ONE CHILD'




? ' WRONG LETTER WAS TYPED.'
RETURN
ENDCASE
? 'IF THIS WAS THE RIGHT SELECTION, TYPE Y. OTHERWISE, TYPE N TO EXIT THE '









If subroutines other than 'A' were selected, ;
an optional Maintenance routine is performed. )
* Input search condition
ERASE
? 'TYPE THE SEARCH CONDITION. WHEN A RECORD IS FOUND IN THE FILE FOR WHICH'
? ' THIS CONDITION IS TRUE, A LABEL WILL BE PRINTED FOR IT. '
7





STORE !(CONDITION) TO CONDITION
lit Verify the search condition.
STORE N TO CORRECT
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DO WHILE .NOT. CORRECT




? "IS THIS CORRECT? IF YES, TYPE THE LETTER 'Y'. IF NOT, TYPE THE LETTER 'N'"
INPUT TO CORRECT
IF .NOT. CORRECT
ACCEPT " RE-TYPE THE SEARCH CONDITION " TO CONDITION
ENDIF
ENDDO ( End of verification of condition. )
ERASE
# Next, a descriptive identifier of the label list is typed in.
♦ It will be printed after each set of labels to identify the tape with.
RELEASE P
? ' PLEASE TYPE A DESCRIPTIVE NAME OF THE LABEL LIST. IT WILL BE PRINTED AFTER'
? ' EACH SET OF LABELS. IT CAN BE UP TO 15 CHARACTERS LONG.'
ACCEPT TO P
ERASE
♦ The subroutine directs the systen
♦ to the appropriate subroutine and













STORE COPIES-1 TO COPIES
DO C:LABELEND
ENDDO ( End of printing loop . )




* This subroutine is called after the printing of each set of labels.*
* It provides the user with a pair of labels at the end of the tape *
* which identify the labels that precede theM. *
^ ^ A^ A^ aIa .b ^
IF COPIES)© ( If this follows a set of labels, print this as a suMwary. )







7 ' LIST OF '+&LABEL
? STR(C0UNT,5)+' LABELS PRINTED'




f ^ ^ ^^ ^^









ENDIF ( copies >0. )
RETURN
Ialo3Jia2
♦ This subroutine is called by several prograMS listed above. *
# If a selected subroutine uses field values froM the ADULTS or *
* CHILDREN files, the user is given the option of having their *
♦ fields autonatically updated. If the user wants this, the progran *
* routes the coMputer to the routine which does so. *
ERASE
? ' THE SUBROUTINE WHICH THE COMPUTER WILL SOON RUN USES FIELD NAMES THAT'
? ' ARE PREFIXED BY THE LETTER X. THESE FIELDS ARE AUTOMATICALLY'
? ' UPDATED WHEN THE FILE MAINTAINENCE ROUTINE IS PERFORMED. IF YOU'
? ' HAVE NOT MANUALLY UPDATED THESE FIELDS SINCE THE LAST MAINTAINENCE
? ' ROUTINE, YOU MAY WANT THEM TO BE UPDATED NOW TO INSURE ACCURACY.'
7
? ' THE LAST TIME A FULL MAINTENANCE ROUTINE WAS PERFORMED WAS ON :'+MAINDATE
7
? ' IF YOU WANT THIS AUTOMATIC UPDATING, TYPE THE LETTER Y. OTHERWISE, TYPE N
7
INPUT 'YOUR SELECTION' TO WANTSIT
IF WANTSIT
DO C:MAINTW0





* This progran is called by the nain Menu prograM 'bethjacob'. It asks *
* the user for the type of directory he wants to have printed and then *
* it directs the systeM to the proper subroutine. *
^A* «0 ^
STORE F TO RIGHT















( Beginning of selection and verification loop. )
* DIRECTORY SELECTION *'
4^ ^|C ^|C j|t j^C j^ }|C /|( ^ic ^c^|c ^
General Menbership 4 s Pre-school'
Board Mewbers 5 ! Hebrew / Sunday School'
Young Couples 6 ! Youth Groups'
ACCEPT 'Your selection : ' TO SELECTION
ERASE
DO CASE ( Verification proapt. )
CASE SELECTION^'1'
? " YOU SELECTED
CASE SELECTI0N='2'
? " YOU SELECTED
CASE SELECTI0N='3'
? " YOU SELECTED
CASE SELECTION*'4'
? " YOU SELECTED
CASE SELECTI0N='5'
? ■• YOU SELECTED
CASE SELECTI0N='6'










? " IS THIS CORRECT ? 'Y' OR 'N'. "
INPUT TO RIGHT
ENDDO ( End of selection and verification loop. )
# Disc copy option
ERASE
? ' THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT THE SELECTED DIRECTORY ON THE PRINTER.'
7
? ' IF YOU WISH, IT WILL ALSO PRINT A COPY ON THE DISK.'
7





IF ALT < If the user wants a copy on the disc..)
STORE F TO RIGHT
DO WHILE .NOT. RIGHT ( Begin file nawe input and verification loop. )
ERASE
? 'TYPE THE FILE NAME WHICH WILL CONTAIN THIS COPY.'




? ' YOU TYPED '+FILENAME+'. IS THIS CORRECT ?'
7
INPUT TO RIGHT
ENDDO ( End of input X verification loop. )
SET ALTERNATE TO ^FILENAME
ENDIF ( If the user wants a copy of the directory on the disc. )
ERASE
SET PRINT ON




















* This prograM is called by the directory Master prograM, 'dirnast'. *
* It prints a list of the synagogue's current MeMbership. The report *
* coMMand of dBASE II was not used because of fomat considerations. *
ERASE






? ' PLEASE TURN THE PRINTER ON AND ADJUST THE PAPER.'
7





? ' MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY s Congregation Beth Jacob'
7
? ' Printed on '+DATE( )
7
* Open HoMes file.
USE B:HOMES INDEX B:HOSUFO
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
* Print each Menber into the directory.
IF .NOT. ( EOF .OR. MAILCODE='GE' .OR. MAILC0DE='N0' )
IF SECONDNAMEO' ' ( If there are 2 household heads who aren't Married ;
together)
STORE TRIM<PRIMARYFNM)+' '+TRIM( FAMILYNAME)+' & '+TRIM(SECONDFNM)+' '+;
TRIM(SECONDNAME ) TO NAMES
ELSE ( If there are 2 household heads that are Married to each other )
IF SECONDFNMO' '
STORE TRIM(PRIMARYFNM)+' X '+TRIM(SECONDFNM>+' '+TRIM( FAMILYNAME ) TO;
NAMES
ELSE < If there is only one household head. )
STORE TRIM(PRIMARYFNM)+' '+TRIM( FAMILYNAME) TO NAMES
ENDIF ( 2 )



















* This prograii is called by the directory nenu, dirwast. *
* It progran prints a current directory of the synagogue's board *
* Menbers, clergical staff, and executive staff. For each category *
f it opens up the right files and then uses the subroutine 'BOARDSUB'*
* for the actual printing. *
^1#^1* ^1# ^1. ^^ 4^ ^1. *1. ^A. *1. ^A. ^A. ^A. aW ^
* User proiipts!
ERASE
? "THIS PROGRAM PRINTS A DIRECTORY OF THE SYNAGOGUE'S BOARD MEMBERS, CLERGICAL"
? " STAFF, AND EXECUTIVE STAFF."
?
? 'PLEASE TURN THE PRINTER ON AND ADJUST THE PAPER FOR YOUR COPY.'
7
? 'PRESS ANY KEY WHEN YOU ARE READY.'
WAIT
ERASE






* The ADULTS file is searched for people that are
* on the executive board.
* Open the ADULTS file and the HOMES file.
USE BSADULTS INDEX BsADOFSUFO
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:H0MES INDEX B:H0MH0MEC
SELECT PRIMARY
* There are three search conditions for this
* process. The first is that the 'synoffice'
* field has an 'E' value. Since the file is
J|t indexed by this field, the prograM can use
* the 'find' coHMand to locate this group of
* records.
FIND "E"
* When the group of records which satisfy the
* search condition is found, the progran is ready
* to begin printing the directory. First the
* heading of the directory is printed.
? ' : SYNAGOGUE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORY :'
7 / 1
?
? 'NAMES ADDRESS: ZIP: HOME: BUS:'
7
? ' s EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS s'
* Every record satisfying the condition is used
* by the 'boardsub' subroutine to print the
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* listing of eKecutive board wenbers.







♦ Next, the group of board Mewfaer records is
* found. Their search condition is 'synoffice=b'
: BOARD MEMBERS t'
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF .AND. SYNOFFICE='B'
DO C:BOARDSUB
ENDDO
* Finally the executive staff and clergy are
* listed. Their search condition is
* 'staffcode=ex' and 'staffcode=cl' respectively
* To find their group, a different index file
* Must be opened.
7
? ' ! EXECUTIVE STAFF s'
SELECT PRIMARY
USE BsADULTS INDEX BsADSTSUFO
SELECT SECONDARY









* For the executive staff.










* End of printing the directory.
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Boacdsub
* This is a subroutine that is called by the prograM 'boardneM''. It *
* finds needed infornation froM the secondary file, HOMES, it prints*
* a line for the 'boardiieri' prograw, and then it gets the next record
* froM the ADULTS file. Together, they print the directory of the *
* synagogue board iieHbers, clergy, and executive staff. *
«!■ ^1* Tlf tV ^1/ ^*r il/ il^ il/ ^1# ^2^ ilf
^P ^P^P^^^^P^P ^P^P ^P ^P ^P^P^P ^P^P ^P ^P^P^P^P^P ^P ^P ^P T»^P^P^P^P ^P ^P^P^*
* When an ADULTS record is to be used for the
* directory, the corresponding HOMES record is
* found for the wailing address inforwation.
STORE P.HOMECODE TO H
SELECT SECONDARY
FIND "&H"
* Now having all needed inforwation, a line of
* the directory is printed.
STORE TITLE-'_'-FORENAME-'-'-SURNA«E TO N
? N+HOMESTREET+HOMEZIP+' '+HOMEPHONE+' '+BUSPH0NE









* This prograM is called by the directory nenu, 'dirwast'. It prints a %
* list of the synagogue's young couples, defined within the prograii. It*
* uses the ADULTS file indexed on sexofadult to find all of the nale *
* nenbers and only process their records, to avoid duplication. The *




? 'THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT A LIST OF THE YOUNG COUPLES THAT ARE AFFILIATED '
? ' WITH THE SYNAGOGUE. YOU WILL SOON TYPE THE EARLIEST YEAR OF MARRIAGE'
? ' THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE PEOPLE ON THIS LIST. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU'
? ' TYPE THE NUMBER 70, EVERY COUPLE THAT WAS MARRIED FROM 1970 TO THE'
? ' PRESENT WILL BE LISTED. HOWEVER, YOU MAY NOT WANT EVERY NEW COUPLE.'
? ' IF AN OLDER MAN REMARRIED, ALTHOUGH HIS MARRIAGE IS RECENT, HE MAY'
? ' NOT FIT INTO THE ACTIVITIES THAT YOU ARE PLANNING FOR THE YOUNG COUPLES'
? ' GROUP. THEREFORE, YOU WILL ALSO TYPE THE EARLIEST BIRTHYEAR YOU WOULD'
? ' LIKE THE HUSBAND TO HAVE.'
?




* Input search conditions.
STORE F TO GOOFEDUP
DO WHILE .NOT. GOOFEDUP ( Input Marriage year and begin verification loop 1.)
INPUT 'PLEASE TYPE THE LAST 2 DIGITS OF THE EARLIEST MARRIAGE YEAR ' TO ANNIV
7
? “ 19"+STR(ANNIV,2)+". IS THIS CORRECT? 'Y' OR 'N'"
INPUT TO GOOFEDUP
IF ANNIV>99
? "THE SOURCE OF ERROR WAS THAT YOU DIDN'T TYPE THE LAST 2 DIGITS OF THE"
? ' MARRIAGE YEAR.'
7





ENDDO ( End of Marriage year input and verification loop 1. )
STORE F TO GOOFEDUP
DO WHILE .NOT. GOOFEDUP ( Input husband's birthyear and begin verif. loop 2. )
INPUT "NOW, PLEASE TYPE THE LAST 2 DIGITS OF THE HUSBAND'S BIRTHYEAR" TO BIR
7
? " 19"+STR(BIR,2)+". IS THIS CORRECT? 'Y' OR 'N'"
INPUT TO GOOFEDUP
IF BIR>99
? "THE SOURCE OF ERROR WAS THAT YOU DIDN'T TYPE THE LAST 2 DIGITS OF THE "
? ' MARRIAGE YEAR.'
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7





ENDDO ( End of birthyear input and verification loop 2. )
t Enable printer and open disc file if it
# was requested to be done
? 'PLEASE TURN THE PRINTER ON AND ADJUST THE PAPER.'
7













# Open search files.
USE B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADSESUFO
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:HOMES INDEX B:HOMHOMEC
SELECT PRIMARY
FIND "M"
* The group of 'nen' records is located.
* The entire group is searched.
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF .AND. SEXOFADULT='M'
♦ Each ADULT record which satisfies the search condition
* is processed.
IF WEDANNIVYR>=ANNIV .AND. ADBIRTHYR>=BIR (...the search condition )




STORE 'M/M '+FORENAME-'-'-SURNAME TO NAMES
STORE TRIM{HOMECITY)+' '+HOMEPHONE TO CITYPHONE
? NAMES+HOMESTREET+CITYPHONE
RELEASE NAMES,CITYPHONE, HO
ENDIF ( End of processing a record that satisfies the condition. )




ENDDO ( End of loop which searches the entire group of nen. )
* A suMHary of the search paraweters is printed
7
7
? ' DIRECTORY OF YOUNG COUPLES. PRINTED ON '+DATE< )
7










* This prograM prints a directory of the students, parents, and teachers *
* of the synagogue's pre~school. It is called by the directory Menu, !)c
* 'dirMast'. The directory's forwat is similar to the one currently used *
* by the synagogue. It is printed in the three sections. In the first *
* section, the students are listed. In the second section, the parents *
* are listed. The teachers are listed in the third. A separate subroutine*
* called 'parents', processes the latter two sections. *
^1^ ^b ^^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b
* Firstly, the user is asked if he wants to
* have the CHILDREN file checked for errors.
ERASE
? " FOR AN ACCURATE LIST, THE VALUES OF THE 'SCHOOL' FIELD MUST MATCH"
? " WITH THE VALUES OF THE 'AGEGROUP' FIELD FOR EVERY RECORD."
7 " FOR EXAMPLE, IF A CHILD IS NO LONGER IN THE PRE-SCHOOL BUT "
? " HE IS LISTED AS A '3' IN HIS AGEGROUP FIELD, THEN THIS PROGRAM"
? " WILL LIST HIM AS A PRE-SCHOOL CHILD."
7
? " THERE IS A SUBROUTINE WHICH CHECKS FOR THIS. DO YOU WANT TO RUN IT?"
? " TYPE A 'Y' OR A 'N'."
7
INPUT TO FINE




* If errors were found, the user can correct
* theM.
IF .NOT. ACCURATE




RELEASE ACCURATE, FINE, WANTOFIX
RETURN
ELSE
RELEASE ACCURATE, FINE, WANTOFIX
ENDIF ( Wantofix. )
ENDIF ( Not accurate. )
* The user inputs the school year for the heading
* in a verification loop.
STORE F TO VERIF
DO WHILE .NOT. VERIF
ERASE
? ' PLEASE TYPE THE SCHOOL YEAR FOR WHICH THIS DIRECTORY IS BEING PRINTED.'
7




? YEAR+' WAS TYPED.'
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7
? "IS THIS CORRECT? 'Y' OR 'N'."
7
INPUT TO VERIF
ENDDO < End of heading verification loop. )
Printer is enabled and search file is opened.
ERASE
? ' PLEASE TURN ON THE PRINTER AND ADJUST THE PAPER.'
7
? ' PRESS <RETURN) WHEN READY'
WAIT
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHAGSUFO
* If the user wants a copy of the file on the disk














PRE-SCHOOL DIRECTORY FOR THE YEAR '+YEAR
*** STUDENTS ***'
THREES! FOURS! FIVES!'
* The first section prints a list of students in
* three-coluiin fornat.
* The progran finds a set of naiies for each line
% until there are no wore nawes to print.
* A value is found for each category, providing
$ that a record exists within that category.
FIND '3'
STORE CHILDFNM-'-'-CHILDSNH TO THREE
STORE STR<tt,3) TO RECNUM3
IF H=0 < and no record exists for this category )
STORE ' ' TO THREE
ENDIF
FIND '4'
STORE CHILDFNM-'-'-CHILDSNM TO FOUR
STORE STR<«,3) TO RECNUM4
IF #=0
STORE ' ' TO FOUR
ENDIF
FIND '5'
STORE CHILDFNM-'-'-CHILDSN« TO FIVE
STORE STR(«,3) TO RECNUH5
IF #=0
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STORE ' ' TO FIVE
ENDIF
* Print the first line of the student list.
? ' '+THREE+' '+F0UR+' ''+FIVE
# Search Technique:
*
* When there are no More children in a given
* category, the value ' ' is stored in the
* MeMory variable which corresponds to the category.
* As long as a child was found for a category
* during the previous loop, the current loop goes
t back to that location and then skips to the next
t record. If that record does not belong to the
* category, because the file is indexed on it, the
* rest of the records don't belong, either. A ' '
* is then stored in the MeMory variable for the
* category. However, if the record does belong,
* then it is used and the child's nane is stored.
*
* Loop until the entire file has been processed.
DO WHILE .NOT.(THREE*' ' .AND. FOUR*' ' .AND. FIVE*' ')
* Find value for 'three'.




ENDIF ( Not eof.)
IF ( .NOT. (AGEGR0UP='3')).0R.E0F
STORE ' ' TO THREE
ELSE
STORE CHILDFNM-'-'-CHILDSNM TO THREE
STORE STR(»,3) TO RECNUH3
ENDIF ( Age (> 3. )
ENDIF ( Three <>''.)
* Find value for 'four'.




ENDIF ( not eof. )
IF ( .NOT. ( AGEGR0UP*'4')).OR.EOF
STORE ' ' TO FOUR
ELSE
STORE CHILDFNH-'_'-CHILDSNH TO FOUR
STORE STR(»,3) TO RECNUM4
ENDIF ( Age (> 4. >
ENDIF ( Four <>''.)
♦ Find value for 'five'.





ENDIF < not eof. )
IF ( .N0T.(AGEGR0UP='5')).OR.EOF
STORE ' ' TO FIVE
ELSE
STORE CHILDFNM-'_'-CHILDSNH TO FIVE
STORE STR(«,3) TO RECNUM5
ENDIF ( Age <> 5. )
ENDIF ( Five <>''.)
? ' '+THREE+' '+FOUR+' '+FIVE
ENDDO ( End of the loop which prints each student's nawe.)
DO C:PARENTS
RETURN
* The continuation of this prograii is in Bs PARENTS
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EacjanJLs
* This is a continuation of the prograw 'pre-dir'. In this prograw, a ♦
* listing of the parents and staff is Made. In the first section, three t
* files are used. The CHILDREN file is used to find the pre-schoolers. *
* Then the ADULTS file is used for inforMation on the parents. Finally, *
* the HOMES file is used for inforMation on the hoMe. lic






* The entire CHILDREN file is searched
* for pre-schoolers to Maintain
* alphabetization.
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B’.CHHOSNM
GOTO TOP
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:ADULTS INDEX BsADHOFOR
SELECT PRIMARY
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
* Records are skipped until a student is
* found.
DO WHILE (.NOT. EOF) .AND. ( VAL<AGEGROUP )<3 .OR. VAL( AGEGROUP)>5 )
SKIP
ENDDO
IF .NOT. EOF ( and a pre-schooler is found. >
* Key inforMation is stored in Memory.
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
STORE PARENTA TO PA
STORE PARENTS TO PB
STORE STR(»,3) TO RECNUM
SELECT SECONDARY
* Information on the parents is located
t in adults file.
FIND "XHOXPA"
STORE SURNAME TO SN
STORE BUSPHONE TO BFl
* ... and stored depending upon the tt of
* parents
IF PB< > ' ' ( and the child has two parents )
FIND "XHOSPB"
STORE BUSPHONE TO BF2
STORE PA-'-a_'-PB-'-'-SN TO NAME
ELSE ( if the child has one parent )
STORE PA-'_'-SN-' ' TO NAME
STORE ' ' TO BF2
ENDIF ( the child has two parents or one )
* Next, information about the home is found
* in the Homes file.
USE B:HOMES INDEX B:HOMHOMEC
104
FIND "XHO"
♦ The listing for the parent is printed.
? NAHE+HOMESTREET+HOMECITY+HOMEZIP
? ' Hone phone • '+H0MEPH0NE+' Business s '+BF1+' '+BF2
* Return to the child's record.
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHH0SNM
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADH0MF0R
SELECT PRIHARY
&RECNUM
* The record of the child in the next
* fatiily is located.











* Finally, a listing of the staff is wade.
t** STAFF %U'
USE B:ADULTS INDEX BsADHOFOR
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:HOMES INDEX B:HOMHONEC
SELECT PRIMARY
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
DO WHILE (.NOT. EOF) .AND. (
SKIP
ENDDO
♦ Loop until the entire ADULTS file is
* searched.
# Find the record of a teacher.
.NOT.(STAFFCODE='TM'.OR. STAFFCODE*'TA' . OR.;
STAFFCODE='TB' ))
IF .NOT. EOF ( a teacher's
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
* If a teacher is found, print a listing,
record is found )





STORE FORENAME-'-'-SURNAME-' ' TO NAME
* Print the teacher's nawe, address & phone
? NAME+HOMESTREET+HOMECITY+HOMEZIP






ENDIF ( a teacher's record was found. )














* This prograM prints a listing of all the students in the Hebrew X *
* Sunday school, depending upon the selection of the user. It is ♦
* called by the directory Menu, 'MainMast'. Its Main resource file *
* is 'CHILDREN' , indexed on schools for perforMance and on surnaMe *
* and forenaMe for alphabetization. *
3|C 3jC 3^ 3|Cl|C 3|c 3^ 3^3^ 3|C
* Input school and verify.
ERASE
? 'THIS PROGRAM PRINTS A DIRECTORY OF THE HEBREW SCHOOL OR THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
STORE N TO OK
DO WHILE' .NOT. OK ( Begin selection and verification loop 1. )
?
? " PLEASE TYPE 'H' FOR THE HEBREW SCHOOL OR A 'S' FOR THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
?
ACCEPT TO SCH
STORE !<SCH> TO SCH
DO CASE
CASE SCH='H'
? " HEBREW SCHOOL WAS SELECTED. IS THIS CORRECT? 'Y' OR 'N'."
INPUT TO OK
CASE SCH*'S'
? " SUNDAY SCHOOL WAS SELECTED. IS THIS CORRECT? 'Y' OR 'N'."
INPUT TO OK
OTHERWISE
? " PLEASE TYPE AN 'H' OR AN 'S'. OMIT THE QUOTATION MARKS."
STORE N TO OK
ENDCASE
ENDDO ( End of school selection and verification loop. )
ERASE
STORE N TO OK
DO WHILE .NOT. OK ( Input heading and verify. )
?




? YEAR+" WAS TYPED. IS THIS CORRECT? 'Y' OR 'N'."
?
INPUT TO OK
ENDDO ( End of heading and verification loop 2. )
♦ Begin printing process.
ERASE
? ' PLEASE TURN THE PRINTER ON AND ADJUST THE PAPER.'
7










ENDIF ( an alternate copy is to be in storage. >
* Print heading according to selection.
IF SCH='H'
? ' HEBREW SCHOOL DIRECTORY'
STORE 'HE' TO SCH
ELSE
? ' SUNDAY SCHOOL DIRECTORY'




? ' SCHOOL YEAR : '+YEAR
?
7
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHSCSNFN
* Open search files and process records.
* The group of records having the selected
* school's code is located.
FIND "iSCH"
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:HOMES INDEX B:H0MH0HEC
SELECT PRIMARY
* Every CHILDREN record which has the
* selected school's code is processed.
DO WHILE .NOT. ( EOF .OR. .NOT. SCH00L=SCH )
* For each child, find corresponding HOMES
* record.
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
SELECT SECONDARY
FIND "XHO"
* Process and print.
STORE CHILDFNM-'-'-CHILDSNM TO NAME
STORE '('-XPARENTS-')' TO PARENTS
? NAME+PARENTS+HOMESTREET
? ' '+HOMECITY+HOHEZIP+' '+;
AREAC0DE+' '+H0MEPH0NE
SELECT PRIMARY




ENDDO ( End of loop which processes every appropriate record in CHILDREN. )
* Print suMMary.















* This prograM is called by the directory Master prograM. It prints a *
* listing of the children that were born during a specified range of *
» years. It uses a CHILDREN file that is indexed on 'chbirthyr' as its #
* priMary search file. #
^^^W^^^^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 4 44444^^^ ^^^44444444444
ERASE
? 'THIS PROGRAH PRINTS A LISTING OF THE CHILDREN IN THE DATA BASE THAT ARE'
? ' ELIGIBLE FOR YOUTH ACTIVITIES.'
7
STORE F TO READYET
* Input search condition and verify.
DO WHILE .NOT. READYET
? 'PLEASE TYPE THE LAST TWO DIGITS OF THE EARLIEST BIRTH YEAR THAT'




? 'PLEASE TYPE THE LAST TWO DIGITS OF THE LATEST BIRTHYEAR THAT'




? 'THIS DIRECTORY WILL BE PRINTED FOR CHILDREN THAT WERE BORN BETWEEN'
? ' 19'+EARLIEST+' AND 19'+LATEST
7
INPUT 'IS THIS CORRECT?' TO READYET
ERASE
ENDDO < End of paraMeter entry & verification loop. )
* Enable the printer and open a disc file
* for writing if requested.
? ' PLEASE TURN THE PRINTER ON AND ADJUST THE PAPER.'
7









? ' YOUTH DIRECTORY'
7 ' '
* Open search files.
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX BrCHBISUFO
SELECT SECONDARY




* If there are no children born after the
* latest year selected, change the latest year
* Also, change the parameter to an integer.
STORE "'"+LATEST+"'" TO LATEST
STORE VAL(XLATEST) TO LATEST
IF VAL(CHBIRTHYR><LATEST
STORE VAL< CHBIRTHYR ) TO LATEST
ENDIF
* Find the beginning of the records of children
* that were born in the selected range.
GOTO TOP
FIND "PEARLIEST"
* If there were no children born before the
* selected year, change the search parameter.
* Also, change the parameter to an integer.
IF #=0
GOTO TOP
STORE CHBIRTHYR TO EARLIEST
ENDIF
STORE "'■•+EARLIEST+"'" TO EARLIEST
STORE VAL( ^EARLIEST ) TO EARLIEST
* Loop through the entire section
DO WHILE ( .NOT.EOF).AND.(VAL( CHBIRTHYR)<LATEST+1>
* ... and list the children according to age
i|c ... with each group on a separate page.
IF VAL< CHBIRTHYR )»EARLIEST
7
7
? ' CHILDREN BORN DURING THE YEAR : 19'+STR<EARLIEST,2)
7
* Print all of the children that were born
* during the same year on the same page.
DO WHILE <VAL< CHBIRTHYR )=EARLIEST).AND.( .NOT.EOF )
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
SELECT SECONDARY
FIND "&H0''
* Store key information about the child
STORE CHILDFNH-'-'-CHILDSNM TO NAME
* Store parent's or parents' name(s>.
IF PARENTBO' ' ( and the child has two parents )
STORE '<'-PARENTA-'/'-PARENTS-')' TO PARENTS
ELSE ( if the child has only one parent )
STORE '('-PARENTA-')' TO PARENTS
ENDIF
* Print the information about the child.
IF PARENTBO' ' < IF the child has two parents )
? NAME+PARENTS+HOMESTREET











ENDDO ( End of printing the children that were born during the sane year)
* The children that were born later are
* printed on a different page.
IF .NOT. ( EOF .AND. VAL( CHBIRTHYR)=LATEST+1)
EJECT
ENDIF
ENDIF < End of the section that prints all of the children of the sane age;
on the sawe page. )
* The deternining paraweter is increnented
STORE EARLIEST+1 TO EARLIEST
* ... and the next group or children is found.
DO WHILE .NOT. ( (E0F).0R.( VAL( CHBIRTHYR )=EARLIEST ).0R.( VAL( CHBIRTHYR);
< LATEST+1) )
SKIP
STORE EARLIEST+1 TO EARLIEST
ENDDO ( Next group is found. )













* This prograh is called by the wain Menu, 'bethjacob'. It prints listings*





? ' THIS PROGRAH DISPLAYS A LISTING OF ANNIVERSARIES FOR A GIVEN MONTH.'
7









STORE F TO RIGHT
DO WHILE .NOT. RIGHT ( Begin file naMe input X verification loop. )
ERASE




? •' A COPY WILL BE MADE IN A FILE CALLED '‘•+FILE+"'. IS THIS CORRECT ? Y/N."
INPUT TO RIGHT















* ANNIVERSARY SELECTION *'
4IC i|C 3|C3|C }|C 4^ ^|c 4^ 4^ ^
1) ADULT' BIRTHDAYS"
2) CHILDREN'S BIRTHDAYS"
3) YAHRZEITS - FULL LISTING"
4) YAHRZEITS - ABBREVIATED LISTING"
5) WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES"
INPUT ' PLEASE TYPE YOUR SELECTION ' TO SELECTION
ERASE
STORE F TO RIGHT
DO WHILE .NOT. RIGHT < Begin paraMeter X verification loop. )
DO CASE
CASE SELECTION=l .OR. SELECTI0N=2
112
113
? ’• PLEASE TYPE THE NAME OF THE MONTH FOR WHICH YOU A BIRTHDAY LIST."




? " PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER FROM 1 - 12 WHICH REPRESENTS THE MONTH."




? ' THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT A LISTING OF BIRTHDAYS FOR THE MONTH OF'
? ' '+TRIM(MONTHNAME)+' , MONTH NUMBER '+STR(M0NTH,2 )
INPUT ' IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT ?' TO RIGHT
7
CASE SELECTI0N=3 .OR. SELECTI0N=4
? " PLEASE TYPE THE NAME OF THE MONTH FOR WHICH YOU WANT A YAHRZEIT LIST."
? ' ex: JANUARY'
7
ACCEPT TO MONTHNAME
STORE "'"+MONTHNAME+"'" TO MONTH
ERASE
? ' THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT A YAHRZEIT LIST FOR THE MONTH OF '+MONTHNAME
7
INPUT ' IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT ?' TO RIGHT
CASE SELECTION'S
? " PLEASE TYPE THE NAME OF THE MONTH FOR WHICH YOU WANT AN ANNIV. LIST."




? ' PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER FROM 1-12 WHICH REPRESENTS THE MONTH.'




? ' THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT A LISTING OF ANNIVERSARIES FOR THE MONTH OF'
? ' '+TRIM(MONTHNAME)+' , MONTH NUMBER '+STR(M0NTH,2 )
7
INPUT ' IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT ?' TO RIGHT
7
ENDCASE
ENDDO ( End of paraneter entry X verification loop. )
t Begin display of the listing.
IF ALT ( Open disc file if a disc copy is desired. )
SET ALTERNATE TO XFILE
SET ALTERNATE ON
ENDIF
IF PRINTIT ( Turn the printer on if a copy is desired. )
ERASE
114





* Supress the autoMatic eject to print following
t heading.





USE B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADH0F0R
? " BIRTHDAYS OF OUR MEMBERS FOR THE MONTH OF "+MONTHNAME
7
7
REPORT FORM C:ADBIRTHS PLAIN FOR ADBIRTHMTH=MONTH
CASE SELECTI0N=2
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHHOSNM
? " BIRTHDAYS OF OUR FAMILIES FOR THE MONTH OF ••+MONTHNAME
7
7
REPORT FORM C:CHBIRTHS PLAIN FOR CHBIRTHMTH=MONTH
CASE SELECTI0N=3
USE B:MEMORIAL INDEX B:MEMONDAY
? YAHRZEIT MEMORIAL DAYS FOR THE MONTH OF "+MONTHNAME
7
7
REPORT FORM C:YAHRZEIT PLAIN FOR ENGMONTH=&MONTH
CASE SELECTIONS
USE B:MEMORIAL INDEX B:MEMONDAY
? •' YAHRZEIT MEMORIAL DAYS FOR THE MONTH OF "+MONTHNAME
7
7
REPORT FORM C:SHORTYAR PLAIN FOR ENGMONTHSMONTH
CASE SELECTION'S
USE B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADHOFOR
? " WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES FOR THE MONTH OF "+MONTHNAME
7
7





















* This program is called by the wain menu. It prints memorial reminder *
* letters to synagogue members who will observe the yearly 'yahrseit' *
* memorial day during a given month. *
^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^Jk ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k^^ ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k
* Introduction s
STORE F TO RIGHT
ERASE
? ' THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT LETTERS TO SYNAGOGUE MEMBERS WHO WILL OBSERVE'
? ' THEIR YAHRZEIT MEMORIAL ANNIVERSARY DURING THIS MONTH.'
* Begin month input X verification loop.
7
7
DO WHILE .NOT. RIGHT
? 'PLEASE TYPE THE NAME OF THIS MONTH.'
7
ACCEPT TO MONTH
STORE !(MONTH) TO MONTH
ERASE
? ' LETTERS WILL BE PRINTED FOR THE MONTH OF '+M0NTH+'.'
7
? " IS THIS CORRECT ? 'Y' OR 'N'."
7
INPUT TO RIGHT
ENDDO ( End of input X verification loop. )
t Update option s
ERASE
? ' EVERY DAY ON THE HEBREW CALENDAR CORRESPONDS TO A DAY ON THE ENGLISH'
? ' CALENDAR. YAHRZEIT MEMORIALS ARE OBSERVED ACCORDING TO THE HEBREW'
? ' DATE.'
7
? ' DO YOU NEED TO UPDATE THE ENGLISH DATES IN THE MEMORIAL FILE SO THAT'




IF FIXIT ( If the dates need to be changed for this year's calendar...)
? '• THE SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY THE MEMORIAL FILE IN 'BROWSE' MODE."
7
7 " DO YOU NEED HELP IN UNDERSTANDING HOW TO MANIPULATE THE CURSOR IN THIS"











ENDIF ( If the file needs to be updated. )
? ' PLEASE TURN THE PRINTER ON AND ADJUST THE PAPER.'
7




USE B:MEM0RIAL INDEX BsMEHONDAY
SELECT SECONDARY
USE B:H0MES INDEX BiHOHHOHEC
SELECT PRIMARY
FIND "SMONTH"
* Print letters for this Month.
DO WHILE ( .NOT.EOF).AND.(ENGMONTH=MONTH)








? TRIM(HOMECITY)+' '+TRIM<HOMESTATE)+' '+TRIM<HOMEZIP)
7




? 'THE YAHRZEIT FOR YOUR '+TRIM<RELATION)+', '+TRIM(RELATIUENM)+' IS ON'
? TRIM(HEBREWMON)+', '+STR( HEBREWDAY,2)+'. THIS YEAR IT WILL OCCUR ON ';
+TRIM(ENGMONTH)+' '+TRIM( ENGDAY)+'. THE YAHRZEIT PERIOD'
? 'WILL COMMENCE WITH SUNDOWN OF THE PREVIOUS DAY.'
7
IF PLAQUE ( If a MeMorial plaque was purchased for the relative..)
? 'WE WILL REMEMBER YOUR BELOVED RELATIVE WITH OUR KINDLING OF A LIGHT'
? 'ON THE MEMORIAL PLAQUE OF THE MAIN SANCTUARY.'
ELSE
? 'IF YOU WISH, WE WILL MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO KINDLE A LIGHT ON OUR '
? 'MEMORIAL PLAQUE IN THE MAIN SANCTUARY. KINDLY CONTACT OUR OFFICE'
? 'IF YOU SO DESIRE.'















FILE EXAMINATION AND MODIFICATION
LLpidale
* This program is called by the main menu^ 'Bethjacob'. It guides the user t
t as it sets up the system for making changes in the information that is *
♦ in the data base. It opens the appropriate files and their index files *
♦ before the modifications are made. The program is lengthy and has several*
* nodes. Firstly, the user selects the file which he wishes to work on. *
♦ Then he selects a location within the file. Finally he chooses an *
* operation upon the file, to modify data or just view the data. Depending *
* upon his selection, the program branches to the appropriate subroutine. *
^ ^4^ ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k
STORE F TO DONE
DO WHILE .NOT. DONE ( Begin loop which keeps the user in this program until;
he is finished with his modifications to the data base. )
STORE F TO OK
ERASE
* Select and open file.







Begin input and verification loop 1. )
* Update / Display Records *'
* Of The Data Base *'
4^C ^
? ' FILE SELECTION
?
? ' l: HOMES FILE
? ' 2: ADULTS FILE
? ' 3! CHILDREN FILE
7
7
INPUT ' YOUR SELECTION, PLEASE TO SELECT
IF SELECT>6






RETURN TO MAIN MENU'
7





* Open appropriate files.
DO CASE
CASE SELECT=1
USE BsHOMES INDEX BsHOMHOMEC,BsHOMEZIP,BsHOSUFO
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILENAME
CASE SELECT=2




STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILENAME
CASE SELECT=3
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX B:CHHOSNM,B:CHZIPHOM,B:CHAGSUFO,B:CHSCSNFM,;
B:CHBISUFO
STORE 'CHILDREN' TO FILENAME
CASE SELECT=4
USE B:MEMORIAL INDEX B:MEMRELAT,B'.MEMHOME,BsMEMONDAY
STORE 'MEMORIAL' TO FILENAME
CASE SELECT=5
USE B:CEMETARY INDEX B:CEMPLOTS,B:CEMHOME
STORE 'CEMETARY' TO FILENAME
CASE SELECT=6




? " YOU SELECTED THE ''+FILENAME+" FILE. IS THIS CORRECT ? 'Y' OR 'N'"
7
INPUT TO OK
ENDIF ( Selection < > 1,2,3,4,5,6 )
ENDDO ( End of input i verification loop 1. )
* Selection of a position within the file.
OK ( Begin input and verification loop 2. )
♦ Location Selection s *'
Jl|C ^







1 : Go to the beginning 4 : Find a specific'
7 ' of the file. honecode. ( For every'
7 ' 2 : Go to the end file except CeM. & Men. )'
7 ' of the file. 5 • Locate the first record'
7 f 3 s Go to a specific which satisfies a '
7 '
7
record nuwber.' certain condition.'
INPUT ' Your selection, please s' to SELECT2
IF (SELECT2>0).AND.(SELECT2<6)
STORE ' ' TO RECNUM
ERASE


























ACCEPT ' PLEASE TYPE THE HOMECODE : " TO HO
ERASE
? " IF THE SYSTEM CAN'T FIND '■•+HO+"' IN THE "+FILENAME+" FILE,"







? ' PLEASE TYPE THE LOCATING CONDITION .'
7




? " IF THE SYSTEM CAN'T FIND A RECORD FOR WHICH "+CONDITION
? " IS TRUE, THEN IT WILL RESPOND WITH THE WORDS 'END OF"












STORE T TO OK
ELSE < If the wrong nunber was entered...)
7
? ' PLEASE PRESS A NUMBER FROM ONE TO FIVE.'
7




ENDIF ( If select < > 1,2,3,4,or 5. )
ENDDO ( End of input i. verification loop 2 . )
# Selection of a task.
STORE F TO OK
STORE T TO INLQOP









TASK SELECTION »1 s'
L s Look at a record or records in the '+FILENAME+'
C s Change infomation in the '+FILENAME+' file.'
( Modifications, additions, deletions, etc )'
ACCEPT ' Your selection, please s ' TO SELECTS
STORE !( SELECTS) TO SELECTS
file.'
DO WHILE .NOT. OK < Verification loop S. )
IF .NOT. ((SELECTS='L' ).0R.(SELECT3='C'))
7
? '• PLEASE TYPE A 'C' OR AN 'L'. "
?
ACCEPT TO SELECTS
STORE !(SELECTS) TO SELECTS
ELSE
STORE T TO OK
ENDIF
ENDDO ( End of verification loop S. )
ttlH**************** CHANGE BRANCH
* Selection of specific task to be done.
STORE F TO OK
ERASE
IF SELECTS='C'
DO WHILE .NOT. OK (Input and verification loop )
? ' TASK SELECTION «2
7
? ' 1) Add a record or several records to the '+FILENAME+' file
? ' 2) Delete a record froM the file.'
? " S) Change inforMation in the 'edit' Mode.”
? ' ... displays one record at a tiMe with full field naMes.
? " 4) Change inforMation in the 'browse' Mode."
? ' ... displays 15 records at a tiMe with abbreviated field
naMes.'
? " 5) Return to 'update' Menu. "
? ' 6 ) Return to Main Menu.'
7
INPUT 'Your selection, please : ' TO SELECT4
IF (SELECT4<1).0R.(SELECT4>6)
7
? " PLEASE TYPE A NUHBER FROM ONE TO FIVE. "
7





STORE T TO OK
ERASE
ENDIF ( selection <) 1,2,3,4 or 5.)
123
ENDDO < End of input loop )
* Do task, according to selection.
DO CASE
CASE SELECT4=1
? ' THE SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY RECORDS IN FULL SCREEN HODE.'
7
? ' DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO MANIPULATE THE CURSOR ? '
7
INPUT TO HELP






? ' THE SYSTEM WILL DELETE A RECORD FROM THE '+FILENAME+' FILE.'
7
STORE T TO MORE
Deletion loop.
DO WHILE MORE







? ' THE SYSTEM DELETED RECORD '+RECNUMB+' FROM FILE '+FILENAME
7








ENDIF < the wrong record was deleted. )
7
? ' DO YOU HAVE ANY MORE RECORDS TO DELETE FROM '+FILENAME+' ?'
7




ENDDO < End of deletion loop. )
CASE SELECT4=3
7
? " THE SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY RECORDS IN THE 'EDIT' MODE."
7













STORE ' ' TO RECNUM
ELSE
7




ENDIF ( recnuM O' ' . )




ENDDO ( End of edit loop. )
CASE SELECT4=4
? ' THE SYSTEM WILL ALLOW YOU TO CHANGE THE INFORMATION IN THE'
? " "+FILENAME+" FILE IN 'BROWSE' MODE. DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS"











STORE T TO DONE
USE
RETURN
ENDCASE ( select4 = l,2,3,4,or6 >
* Repeat option.
ERASE





ENDIF ( selects = 'C' )
1li****illi1li**tt*1lli**t**t** DISPLAY BRANCH ttt*ilitili*t*******t%**
# Selection of specific task to be done.
IF SELECT3='L' ( and the user just wants to look at the records.... )
125














* Selection and verification loop
TASK SELECTION »2
ie record ... in 'edit' Mode."








STORE T TO OK
ENDIF ( wrong nuMber was entered. )
ENDDO ( End of verification loop. )




? " THE SYSTEM MILL DISPLAY A RECORD IN THE 'EDIT' MODE."












STORE ' ' TO RECNUM
ELSE
ERASE




? " DO YOU HAVE ANY MORE RECORDS IN THE "+FILENAME+" FILE THAT"
? " YOU WANT TO SEE ? 'Y' OR 'N'. "
7
INPUT TO MORE




? ' EVERY RECORD IN THE '+FILENAhE+'FILE WILL BE DISPLAYED. IF YOU'
? ' WANT TO STOP THE DISPLAY, PRESS THE <ESC> KEY. AFTERWARDS,'
? " TYPE 'DO BETHJACOB' AND RE-ENTER THE PASSWORD WHEN YOU SEE"






? " THE SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY EVERY RECORD IN THE "+FILENAME+" FILE IN"










? ' THE SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY EVERY RECORD OF THE '+FILENAME+' FILE'
? ' FOR WHICH A GIVEN CONDITION IS TRUE.'
7
? " EXAMPLES ! ENGYEAR>70 HOMEZIP='30329'"
7
STORE F TO OK
DO WHILE .NOT. OK
ACCEPT ' PLEASE TYPE YOUR DISPLAY CONDITION : ' TO CONDITION
ERASE
? ' THE SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY EVERY RECORD FOR WHICH '+CONDITION




ENDDO ( End of input I verification loop. )
IF YOU WANT TO INTERRUPT THE DISPLAY, PRESS THE <ESC> KEY.'
AFTERWARDS, YOU WILL BE OUT OF THE 'BETHJACOB' SYSTEM AND"
IN THE dBASE II SYSTEM. TO RE-ENTER, TYPE 'DO BETHJACOB'"









PRESS <RETURN> TO BEGIN.
ERASE
DISPLAY ALL FOR ^CONDITION
7


















ENDIF ( selects = 'L'. )
ENDDO ( End of task loop. )
♦ Return option.
ERASE











* This file is called by the 'update' prograii. It is one of a set of 'help'*





? ■• INSTRUCTIONS FOR CURSOR MANIPULATION IN 'BROUSE' MODE WILL BE SHOWN."
7




IF PRINTIT { If a printed copy is desired...)





































are the cursor control keys for browse mode operation s'
Switches ( toggles ) the current record between being'
Marked for deletion and being unMarked for deletion.'
Writes the current record to the disc and displays'
the previous record < i.e. backs up a record ).'
Writes the current record to the disc and displays'
the next record ( i.e. advances to the next record ).'
Writes the current record to the disc and returns'
to the Menu / dBASE.'
Pans the window left one field.'
Pans the window right one field.'




















* This file is called by the 'update' progran. It is one of a set of 'help'*
♦ files. It displays and can print instructions for cursor Manipulation. *




? " INSTRUCTIONS FOR CURSOR MANIPULATION IN 'MODIFY' MODE WILL BE SHOWN."
7




IF PRINTIT ( If a printed copy is desired...)




























The following are the cursor control keys for Modify Mode operation :'
<ctrl>+N “ Moves all of the lines under & below the cursor down'
to Make rooM for an additional line.'
<ctrl>+T ReMOves the line that is under the cursor 1 Moves all'
lines that are below the cursor up.'
<ctrl>+E - Moves the cursor up one line.'
<ctrl>+C - Scrolls all of the lines up.'
<ctrl>+W Writes the data to the disc and returns to Menu / dBASE.'
<ctrl>+Q Aborts Modify Mode and returns to Menu or dBASE.'
Changes that were Made during that session are not saved.'
Note ! Press the above control characters only when you'
are at the beginning of a line.'

















* This file is called by the 'update' progran. It is one of a set of 'help'#
* files. It displays and can print instructions for cursor Manipulation. *
iA# tA/ ^Af ^A^ ^Af ^A/
# Print option.
ERASE
? " INSTRUCTIONS FOR CURSOR MANIPULATION IN 'APPEND', 'CREATE', OR 'INSERT'"
? " MODE WILL BE SHOWN"
?




IF PRINTIT ( If a printed copy is desired... )











? ' The following are the cursor control keys for the above Modes of operation'
7
? ' <ctrl>+C,R - Write the current record to the disc and proceed to the'
? ' next record.'
7
? ' <return) when no changes have been Made to the current record & the cursor'
? ' is in the initial position ..........'
?












# Next, instructions for cursor control in
* full screen Mode are displayed / printed.
DO C:HELPSCRE
133
* SuMMary for printed copy.
IF PRINTIT ( and a printed copy is being tiade...)
7
7













* This file is called by the 'update' prcgran. It is one of a set of 'help'*
* files. It displays and can print instructions for cursor Manipulation. *
.1. ^ ^ 4^ 4^ 4I# ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b ^b 4^ 4^ ^b ^b ^b
^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^p ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^p ^P ^P ^p ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^p ^P ^P ^p ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P
* Print option.
ERASE
? " INSTRUCTIONS FOR CURSOR MANIPULATION IN 'EDIT' MODE WILL BE SHOWN."
7




IF PRINTIT ( If a printed copy is desired...)







? ' EDIT MODE OPERATION'
7 > =:=:==!====:=s=:======s:='
7


















Switches ( toggles ) the current record between being'
Marked for deletion and being unMarked for deletion.'
Writes the current record to the disc and displays'
the previous record ( i.e. backs up a record ).'
Writes the current record to the disc and displays'
the next record ( i.e. advances to the next record ).'
Writes the current record to the disc and returns to Menu'
or dBASE.'
Note s Press the above control characters only when you'-











♦ The systen now displays/prints instructions
* for cursor control in full-screen node.
DO C:HELPSCRE
♦ SuMMary for printed copy.


















* This file is called by helpapp I helpedit. It is one of a set of 'help'*
* files. It displays and can print instructions for cursor Manipulation. *

























The following are the cursor control keys for full screen operation :'
<ctrl>+E,A - Backs up to the previous data field.'
<ctrl>+X,F - Advances to the next data field.'
<ctrl>+S
<ctrl>+D
Backs up one character in the data field.'




Clears out the current field to blanks.'
Switches ( toggles ) between overwrite X insert Modes.'
Deletes the character which is under the cursor.'
<ctrl>+Q Aborts full-screen Mode and returns to Menu or dBASE.'




Note s Press the above control characters only when'
you are at the beginning of a line.'
FILE MAINTENANCE
UajjQttasl
* This routine is called by the Main Menu prograM, 'bethjacob'. It *
* directs the systeM through the Maintanence subroutines. *
^|C ^|C )|C ^ ^|C }|C 3|C ^|C }fC ^|C }^
ERASE
* The date of the last Maintenance run is recalled
* for display and proMpt.
RESTORE FROM DBASEMEM
? 'THIS ROUTINE EXAMINES THE DATA BASE FOR DISCREPENCIES, IT ASSIGNS VALUES TO'
? ' CERTAIN REDUNDANT FIELDS, AND IT RECOPIES THE ENTIRE DATA BASE TO '
? ' DESTROY DELETED RECORDS.'
7
? 'THIS ROUTINE SHOULD BE PERIODICALLY PERFORMED TO MAINTAIN THE ACCURACY OF'
? ' YOUR DATA BASE'
7
? 'IT WAS LAST DONE ON: '+MAINDATE
7
? 'A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF MACHINE TIME IS NEEDED FOR THIS PROCEDURE.'
? ' IT SHOULD BE SCHEDULED FOR A TIME WHEN YOU CAN SPARE THE COMPUTER.'
? ' YOU WILL SOON BE ASKED TO TURN THE PRINTER ON. ONCE YOU DO SO,'
? ' YOUR PRESENCE IS NOT NECESSARY, AS THE MAINTANENCE PROCESS IS'
? ' AUTOMATICALLY PERFORMED BY THE SYSTEM.'
7
? "IF YOU WANT TO CONTINUE,PLEASE TYPE A 'Y'. OTHERWISE, TYPE AN 'N' TO "






ENDIF ( Not convenient. >
* The systeM proceeds with the first subroutine.
DO C:MAIN0NE
!|f This routine checks for discrepencies in the
* data base. If it finds errors, then no other
* routines are perforMed since they rely upon
% the accuracy of the data base.
IF NUMBERRS>0
ERASE
? 'SINCE ERRORS WERE FOUND IN THE DATA BASE, THEY MUST BE CORRECTED BEFORE'
? ' ANY OTHER MAINTENANCE ROUTINES ARE PERFORMED. PLEASE PRESS <RETURN)'
? " TO GET BACK TO THE MAIN MENU. AFTERWARDS, SELECT THE 'UPDATE' OPTION"
? ' AND EXAMINE THE FILE( S) IN QUESTION TO MAKE THE NECESSARY CORRECTIONS'
? ' AFTERWARDS, PLEASE RE-RUN THIS PROGRAM UNTIL THE DATA BASE IS FREE'







ENDIF < Errors were found. )
* If the reiiainder of the Maintenance
* routine is to be done, proceed with the









* This is the first in a series of Maintenance routines. It is called by*
* the Master Maintenance prograM, 'MainMast'. It tests corresponding *
* field values in different files for equivalence. It gives user proMpts*
* as to its function and use. Also it loads MeMory variables for the sub-*
* routine 'Mainlsub' which does the actual file searches and Messages. *
* MeMory variables ending with a '1' represent the file that is being *
* searched and variables ending with a '2' represent the file that is *
* being checked against. A typical Message iss ERROR! RECORD S 2 OF THE *
* 'CHILDREN' FILE, FIELD 'PARENTA' HAS NO COUNTERPART IN 'ADULTS', FIELD *
* 'FORENAME' ". A typical Message when no errors are found is! sic
* " NO ERRORS DETECTED. EVERY 'PARENTA' FIELD OF THE 'CHILDREN' FILE HAS *
* A CORRESPONDING VALUE IN 'FORENAME' OF THE 'ADULTS' FILE". *
* The prograM tests for ten different types of correspondence between the*
* five files that are in the personnel data base. *




? "SEVERAL FIELD VALUES APPEAR IN MORE THAN ONE FILE. FOR EXAMPLE, 'HOMECODE'"
? "APPEARS IN EVERY FILE. ALSO, A PERSON'S FORENAME IN THE ADULTS FILE MAY BE"
? "IN THE 'HOMES' FILE (AS 'PRIMARYFNM'), 'CHILDREN' FILE (AS 'PARENTA'), "
? "'MEMORIALS' FILE (AS 'RELATIVEOF') AND/OR THE 'CEMETARY' FILE. FOR THE "
? "SYSTEM TO FUNCTION PROPERLY, THESE VALUES IN THE DIFFERENT FILES MUST BE"
? "ENTERED PROPERLY TO MAINTAIN EQUIVALENCE. THIS FIRST MAINTENANCE MAKES SURE"
? "THAT THIS WAS DONE. "
7
7





? "IF A DISCREPENCY IS FOUND, THE SYSTEM WILL TYPE AN ERROR MESSAGE ON THE"
? "PRINTER. WHEN THIS ROUTINE IS FINISHED, IF ERRORS WERE FOUND, YOU NEED TO”
? "EXAMINE THE FIELD VALUES THAT WERE FOUND NOT TO MATCH. IF THEY APPEAR TO"
? "BE THE SAME, RE-TYPE THEM IN 'EDIT' OR 'BROWSE' MODE. PAD THE EMPTY SPACES"
? "IN BOTH FIELDS WITH BLANKS. AFTERWARDS, RE-RUN THIS ROUTINE UNTIL NO ERRORS"
? "ARE FOUND. AFTERWARDS, THE SYSTEM WILL CONTINUE WITH OTHER MAINTENANCE”
? "ROUTINES UNTIL YOUR DATABASE IS IN PERFECT SHAPE."
7
7






STORE 0 TO NUMBERRS
? ' ****************** MAINTENANCE ROUTINE ! '+DATE( )+' *****************'
EJECT
140
♦I** Test subroutine one! JloKlik
STORE "CHECKING 'HOMECODE' OF 'ADULTS' AGAINST 'HOMECODE' OF 'HOMES'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B!ADULTS' TO FILEl
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B:HOMES INDEX B!HOMHOMEC' TO FILE2
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILE2A
STORE 'P.HOMECODE' TO FIELDl
STORE 'HOMECODE' TO FIELD2
DO C:MAIN1SUB
**** Test subroutine two! ♦***
STORE "CHECKING 'PRIMARYFNM' OF 'HOMES' AGAINST 'FORENAME' OF 'ADULTS'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B!HOMES' TO FILEl
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B!ADULTS INDEX B!ADFORENA' TO FILE2
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILE2A
STORE 'PRIMARYFNM' TO FIELDl
STORE 'FORENAME' TO FIELD2
DO CiMAINlSUB
Test subroutine three ****
STORE "CHECKING 'SECONDFNM' OF 'HOMES' AGAINST 'FORENAMES' OF 'ADULTS'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B!HOMES' TO FILEl
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B!ADULTS INDEX B!ADFORENA' TO FILE2
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILE2A
STORE 'SECONDFNM' TO FIELDl
STORE 'FORENAME' TO FIELD2
DO C!MAIN1SUB
tttt Test subroutine four ♦***
STORE "CHECKING 'HOMECODE' OF 'CHILDREN' AGAINST 'HOMECODE' OF 'HOMES'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B!CHILDREN' TO FILEl
STORE 'CHILDREN' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B!HOMES INDEX B!HOMHOMEC' TO FILE2
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILE2A
STORE 'P.HOMECODE' TO FIELDl
STORE 'HOMECODE' TO FIELD2
DO C!MAIN1SUB
♦*** Test subroutine five
STORE "CHECKING 'PARENTA' OF 'CHILDREN' AGAINST 'FORENAME' OF 'ADULTS'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B!CHILDREN' TO FILEl
STORE 'CHILDREN' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B!ADULTS INDEX B!ADFORENA' TO FILE2
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILE2A
STORE 'PARENTA' TO FIELDl




STORE "CHECKING 'PARENTS' OF 'CHILDREN' AGAINST 'FORENAME' OF 'ADULTS'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B:CHILDREN' TO FILEl
STORE 'CHILDREN' TO FILElA
STORE 'B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADFORENA' TO FILE2
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILE2A
STORE 'PARENTS' TO FIELDl
STORE 'FORENAME' TO FIELD2
DO C:HAIN1SUB
**** Test subroutine seven
STORE "CHECKING 'HOMECODE' OF 'MEMORIAL' AGAINST 'HOMECODE' OF 'HOMES'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'BsMEMORIAL' TO FILEl
STORE 'MEMORIAL' TO FILElA
STORE 'B:H0MES INDEX B:HOMHOMEC' TO FILE2
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILE2A
STORE 'P.HOMECODE' TO FIELDl
STORE 'HOMECODE' TO FIELD2
DO CsMAINlSUB
Test subroutine eight
STORE "CHECKING 'RELATIVEOF' OF 'MEMORIAL' AGAINST 'FORENAME' OF 'ADULTS'" TO
MESSAGE
STORE 'B:MEMORIAL' TO FILEl
STORE 'MEMORIAL' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADFORENA' TO FILE2
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILE2A
STORE 'RELATIVEOF' TO FIELDl
STORE 'FORENAME' TO FIELD2
DO C:MAIN1SUB
**** Test subroutine nine *#*#
STORE "CHECKING 'HOMECODE' OF 'CEMETARY' AGAINST 'HOMECODE' OF 'HOMES'" TO;
MESSAGE
STORE 'B:CEMETARY' TO FILEl
STORE 'CEMETARY' TO FILEIA
STORE 'B:H0MES INDEX B:HOMHOMEC' TO FILE2
STORE 'HOMES' TO FILE2A
STORE 'P.HOMECODE' TO FIELDl
STORE 'HOMECODE' TO FIELD2
DO CsMAINlSUB
Test subroutine ten ***1
STORE "CHECKING 'RELATIVEOF' OF 'CEMETARY' AGAINST 'FORENAME' OF 'ADULTS'" TO
MESSAGE
STORE 'BsCEMETARY' TO FILEl
STORE 'CEMETARY' TO FILEIA
STORE 'BsADULTS INDEX BsADFORENA' TO FILE2
STORE 'ADULTS' TO FILE2A
STORE 'RELATIVEOF' TO FIELDl
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STORE 'FORENAHE' TO FIELD2
DO C:HAIN1SUB





* The prograii ,'Mainone' assigns values to Menory variables that represent*
* filenanesy fieldnanes, and user-wessages. Afterwards, it calls this sub-*
* routine. This prograti uses these neMory variables to print the user *
* Messages, to exanine fields of different files for equivalence, and then*
* to print the results of the exaMination. iieMory variables ending with a *
* '1' represent the file that is being exaMined and variables ending with *
* a '2' represent the reference file. *
^|C ^|C }|C ^|C ^|C jjC ^|C ^|C 2^ 2^ 2^ 2|C 2|C 2^ 2^2|( 2|C 2^
? MESSAGE






DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
* The user's Message is printed.
* The current count of errors is saved for later
* coMparison.
* The file to be exaMined is opened ( Filel ).
* The reference file is opened ( File2 ).
( Fieldl of the entire file, Filel, is exaMined )
* against field2 of the reference file, File2.
* Both values are found, stored, and coMpared. If
* they are not equal, then one of the values is
* in error.
STORE XFIELDl TO FI
STORE # TO RECNUMBl
SELECT SECONDARY
FIND "&F1"
STORE &FIELD2 TO F2
IF ( .N0T.Fl=F2).AND.aFIELDl<>' ' ( If an error was found,count it )
* and print an error Message for the record.
STORE NUMBERRS+1 TO NUMBERRS
? "ERROR: RECORD » "+STR(RECNUMBl,3)+" OF THE '"+FILE1A+"' FILE, FIELD
FIELDl
? " HAS NO COUNTERPART IN '"+FILE2A+"', FIELD '"+FIELD2+"'."







ENDDO < End of the test for correspondence between the two files.)
IF NUMBERRS=NU (If the field values in every record correspond, then no errors)
* were found and 'NU' reMains unchanged.
* The user is infomed that there are no
* errors.
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? "NO ERRORS DETECTED. EVERY '"+FIELD1+"' FIELD OF THE '"+FILE1A+"' FILE"
? " HAS A CORRESPONDING VALUE IN '"+FIELD2+"' OF THE '"+FILE2A+"" FILE."








* Several fields are duplicated to increase prograH *
* perfornance. As the data is being continually up- *
* dated, it is possible that these extra fields were *
* overlooked during data entry. In each case, the ♦
t file in which the extra fields were Most likely to *
* be overlooked was deternined. The letter 'X' was *
* placed before these field naMes to reMind the *
* operator during data entry that there is another #
* More iMportant file that these values Must be ♦
* entered in. If the operator does not know which *
* file this is, he can refer to the data dictionary. *
* *
t A notable exception to this is the field 'hoMecode'*
* around which the entire logical structure revolves.*
» *
* This progran gets the extra field values froM the *
* More iMportant file and updates the lesser one *
* with theM. *
* *
* Because of the Maintenance aspect of this prograM *
* it is part of file Maintenance on the Menu. Any ♦
* additional Maintenance prograMS can be appended *
* to this one. The user will deterMine the schedule *
* of Maintenance according to his needs. *
* *
4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^
* This first section of the prograM insures that the
* ADULTS file has the proper values for 'zipcode'
* (xadzip) and 'Mailcode' (xMailcode). The file froM
* which the values are obtained is the HOMES file.
ERASE
SET PRINT ON
? “NOW UPDATING VALUES FOR 'XADZIP' AND 'XMAILCODE' FOR ADULTS FILE FROM"





USE BsHOMES INDEX B:H0MH0MEC
SELECT PRIMARY
* For each ADULTS record, the corresponding
* HOMES record is found. The ADULTS record is
* updated by it.
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF (ADULTS)
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
SELECT SECONDARY
* Values for 'xadzip' and 'XMailcode' are found.
FIND "SHO"
SELECT PRIMARY
REPLACE XADZIP WITH HOMEZIP
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REPLACE XMAILCODE WITH MAILCODE
* The MeMory is cleared and the next record is
# obtained, unless eof.
RELEASE HO
IF .NOT. EOF (ADULTS)
SKIP
ENDIF
ENDDO (End of processing every record in the ADULTS file. )
* This next section insures that the CHILDREN file
* has the proper values for the zipcodes (xchzip).
* Also, it creates the fornal heading that is used
* when addressing each child's set of parents
* (xparents). The necessary inforwation is gotten
* froM the ADULTS file.
?
f ^1.^ti.4^^k^k4^^^k^k ^k ^1^ /
j ^ ^
7
? " NOW UPDATING VALUES FOR 'XCHZIP' AND 'XPARENTS' FOR THE CHILDREN "




USE B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADHOFOR
SELECT PRIMARY
* For each CHILDREN record, the corresponding
* ADULTS record(s) is/are found for the updating.
* The 'xparents' field is deternined by the
* parents that a given child has.
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF (CHILDREN)
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
STORE PARENTA TO PA
STORE PARENTS TO PB
SELECT SECONDARY
FIND "XHO&PA"
* Deternine value depending upon the nuMber of
* parents a child has.
IF PBO' ' ( and the child has two parents... )
STORE TITLE TO TI
STORE SURNAME TO SU
FIND "XHOSIPB"
SELECT PRIMARY
REPLACE XPARENTS WITH TRIM(TI)+' I '+TRIM( TITLE)+' '+TRIM(SU)
ELSE ( Deternine the value for a child with one parent. )
SELECT PRIMARY
REPLACE XPARENTS WITH TRIM( TITLE )+' '+TRIM( FORENAME)+' '+TRIM( SURNAME )
ENDIF ( Detemination of field value for 'XPARENT' )
* The value for 'xadzip' is obtained, the Menory
* is cleared, and the next record is obtained,
* unless eof.
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* This is a continuation of ' Maintwo'. It is a seperate progran because *
* the routines in 'Maintwo' affect data that is of significance to Most *
* Mailing label routines which call it upon request. The data that is *
* affected by this subroutine is of no significance to Mailing labels so *
* this program is kept separate. *
^ ^
* This first section insures that the HOMES file has
* the proper values for the 'xnames'. The values of
* 'xname' are contained within the HOMES file, itself




^ j^C 3|C 3|C 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ j^ 3|C 3^ 3|C 3|C 3|C 3^ 3|C ^|C }|C ^jC !)|C jjC 3jC }^C 3^ j^ ^
7




DO WHILE .NOT. EOF ( Homes )
* Replace 'xnawe' with the appropriate value
IF SECONDNAMEO' '




REPLACE XNAMES WITH TRIM<PRIMARYFNM)+' I '+TRIM(SECONDFNM)+;
' '+TRIM( FAMILYNAME)
ELSE
REPLACE XNAMES WITH TRIM(PRIMARYFNM)+' '+TRIM<FAMILYNAME)
ENDIF < «2, IF SecondfnmO' ')
ENDIF ( «1, If secondnameO' ')
* Get the next record.
IF .NOT. EOF ( Homes )
SKIP
ENDIF
ENDDO < End of replacement loop for every record in 'HOMES' .
* This final section insures that the MEMORIAL file
* has the proper value for 'xmeMname'. The necessary
* inforMation is obtained from the ADULTS file
7
f 4^4^ 4^ 4^ 4^4|C3^^^ }|C ^|C 4^ ^
7
? " NOW UPDATING VALUES FOR 'XMEMNAME' FOR THE MEMORIAL FILE, USING THE"




. USE B:ADULTS INDEX B:ADHOMFOR
SELECT PRIMARY
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF ( Meworial )
STORE P.HOMECODE TO HO
STORE RELATIVEOF TO RE
SELECT SECONDARY
* For each MEMORIAL record, the corresponding ADULTS
% record is found for the updating.
FIND "XHOXRE"
SELECT. PRIMARY
REPLACE XMEMNAME WITH TRIM(TITLE )+' '+TRIM( RELATIVEOF)+' '+TRIM( SURNAME )









* This Maintenance routine checks the CHILDREN file for inconsistencies ♦
* regarding field values that affect the records of pre-school children.*
* If a child is in the pre-school, the value for the 'agegroup' field in*
* his record Must be '3' or 'A' or '5'. Conversely, if a child is not in*
* the pre-school,then these values shold not be '3', '4', or '5'. If an *
* inconsistency exists, it affects the accuracy of the pre-school *
* directory which is printed by the 'predir' prograM. This prograM *
* is called by the Maintenance Master prograM and is also an option for *
* the 'predir' prograM. *
^ <1. ^1. ^I. ^1. ^1.
^
* There are two error conditions for which the
* records are exaMined. One is that a record's
* 'agegroup' value is not 3,4,or 5 but it s
* 'school' value is 'pr'. The second is that the
* 'agegroup' value is 3,4,or 5 but the 'school'
* value is not 'pr'. An indexed file is used to
* siMplify and speed the search.
* A MeMory variable is used to keep track of
* whether an error was found or not. It is used
* in the 'predir' prograM.
ERASE
SET PRINT ON
STORE Y TO ACCURATE
USE B:CHILDREN INDEX 6:CHAGSUF0
GOTO TOP
7
? " CHECKING 'CHILDREN' FILE FOR INCONSISTENCIES."
7
* The first condition is initially considered.
DO WHILE (AGEGROUPO'3') .AND. .NOT. EOF
IF SCH00L='PR' ( then the record contains an inconsistency. )
? 'ERROR: RECORD « '+STR(H,3)+' FOR '+TRIH(CHILDFNM)+' '+TRIM( CHILDSNM)
? " HAS AN INCONSISTENCY. VALUE FOR THE 'SCHOOL' FIELD IS : '"+;
SCH00L+"'"
? '• AND THE VALUE FOR THE 'AGEGROUP' FIELD IS : '"+AGEGR0UP+"'."
STORE F TO ACCURATE




ENDDO ( End of the search for the first condition. )
* The second condition is considered, next.
DO WHILE ( VAL(AGEGROUP )<6).AND..NOT. EOF
IF .NOT. SCH00L='PR' ( then the record contains an inconsistency. )
? 'ERROR: RECORD » '+STR(»,3)+' FOR '+TRIM<CHILDFNM)+' '+TRIM( CHILDSNM)
? " HAS AN INCONSISTENCY. VALUE FOR THE 'SCHOOL' FIELD IS : '"+■,
SCHOOL+"'"
? " AND THE VALUE FOR THE 'AGEGROUP' FIELD IS : '"+AGEGR0UP+"' ."
STORE F TO ACCURATE





ENDDO ( End of the search for the second condition. )
* The rewaining records are searched for the
* first condition.
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF
IF SCH00L='PR' ( then an inconsistency was found. )
? 'ERROR! RECORD » '+STR(#,3)+' FOR '+TRIM(CHILDFNM)+' '+TRIM(CHILDSNM)
? " HAS AN INCONSISTENCY. VALUE FOR THE 'SCHOOL' FIELD IS :
SCHOOL+"'"
? " AND THE VALUE FOR THE 'AGEGROUP' FIELD IS i ' ■'+AGEGR0UP+"'."
STORE F TO ACCURATE










* This is the final progran to be called in the series of Maintenance *
* routines. It copies the database froM a disc on drive B to a disc on t
t drive C. All but the deleted records are copied and the database *
* so the database becoiies coMpacted. The disc on B can be saved as a #
* back-up copy. *
* *
* This program involves a disc swap. After running it several tines it *
* was deternined that the best way to recover from this procedure was to *
* leave dBASE and re-enter it again, to allow the systen to re-initialize ♦
* itself. Therefore, upon conclusion, the user Must re-enter the password.iK
* *
* Because this follows a series of routines that require no operator *
* intervention, it begins with a prompt to get his attention. *
3^ 3jC 5|C 3^ 3|C 3^ 3^ 3^3^ 3|C 3j£ 3^ 3^3|( 3|( 3(C 3^3|C 3|C 3jC 3jC 3fC 3jC 3)f 3^ 3j£3|£3jC3jC 3jC 3jC 3jC 3j£ 3^3f( 3^ 3^ 3^3|C 3|C3|C 3^ 3jC 3^ 3j£ 3(C 3^ 3(t 3jC 3^ 3|C 3^3^ 3|C 3^ 3jt 3j£ 3jt 3fC 3|C 3^ 3|( 3(C 3jt 3jC 3^ 3|C 3jC 3^ 3jC 3jC 3jC 3jt 3jC 3jC
ERASE
? ' 3|c ATTENTION OPERATOR 5|c'
^ 3^ 3^ 3|C 3|C ^|C i|C 4^ ^|C 3|C ^
?




? ' THIS FINAL MAINTENANCE ROUTINE MAKES A FRESH COPY OF THE DATABASE'
? " ON DRIVE 'C'. THE DISC ON 'B' CAN BE SAVED AS A BACK-UP COPY."
?
? " PLEASE INSERT AN EMPTY DISC IN DRIVE 'C' AND PRESS <RETURN>."
7










? ' 3H3H3|C3K3|C3|C3tC3|C3|C3|C3|CHOMES FILE3|{3K3|C3|C3|C3|{3|{3K3|t3|C3|C'
USE B:HOMES
7




? " INDEXING ON 'HOMECODE' TO CREATE 'HOMHOMEC.NDX' ."
INDEX ON HOMECODE TO CsHOMHOMEC
USE C:HOMES
7
? " INDEXING ON 'HOMEZIP' TO CREATE 'HOMEZIP.NDX' ."
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INDEX ON HOMEZIP TO C:HOMEZIP
USE C:HOMES
?
? " INDEXING ON 'FAHILYNAME' I 'PRIMARYFNM' TO CREATE 'HOSUFO.NDX'
INDEX ON FAMILYNAME+PRIMARYFNM TO CsHOSUFO
? ' *!ic#*#**!|!*#ADULTS FILE**#*#*****'
USE BsADULTS
?




? " INDEXING ON 'HOMECODE' I 'FORENAME' TO CREATE 'ADHOFOR.NDX'
INDEX ON HOMECODE+FORENAME TO C:ADHOFOR
USE C!ADULTS
?
? " INDEXING ON 'XADZIP' X 'HOMECODE' TO CREATE 'ADZIPHOM.NDX'
INDEX ON XADZIP+HOMECODE TO C:ADZIPHOM
USE C:ADULTS
7
? " INDEXING ON 'FORENAME' TO CREATE 'ADFORENA.NDX'
INDEX ON FORENAME TO C:ADFORENA
USE C:ADULTS
7
? "INDEXING ON 'SYNOFFICE' X 'SURNAME' X 'FORENAME' TO CREATE 'ADOFSUFO.NDX'
INDEX ON SYNOFFICE+SURNAME+FORENAME TO C:ADOFSUFO
USE C:ADULTS
7
? " INDEXING ON 'STAFFCODE' X 'SURNAME' X 'FORENAME' TO CREATE 'ADSTSUFO.NDX'
INDEX ON STAFFCODE+SURNAME+FORENAME TO CsADSTSUFO
USE C:ADULTS
7
? " INDEXING ON 'SEXOFADULT' X 'SURNAME' X 'FORENAME' TO CREATE 'ADSESUFO.NDX'"
INDEX ON SEXOFADULT+SURNAME+FORENAME TO C;ADSESUFO
? ' *#*#*****CHILDREN FILE**********'
USE B:CHILDREN
7




? " INDEXING ON 'HOMECODE' X 'CHILDSNM' TO CREATE 'CHHOSNM.NDX'
INDEX ON HOMECODE+CHILDSNM TO CsCHHOSNH
USE C:CHILDREN
7
? " INDEXING ON 'XCHZIP' X 'HOMECODE' TO CREATE 'CHZIPHOM.NDX'
INDEX ON XCHZIP+HOMECODE TO C:CHZIPHOM
USE C:CHILDREN
7
? " INDEXING ON 'AGEGROUP' X 'CHILDSNM' X 'CHILDFNM' TO CREATE 'CHAGSUFO.NDX'
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INDEX ON AGEGROUP+CHILDSNM+CHILDFNM TO C:CHAGSUFO
USE C:CHILDREN
7
? " INDEXING ON 'SCHOOL' I 'CHILDSNM' & 'CHILDFNM' TO CREATE 'CHSCSNFM.NDX'
INDEX ON SCHOOL+CHILDSNM+CHILDFNM TO C:CHSCSNFM
USE C:CHILDREN
7
? " INDEXING ON 'CHBIRTHYR' I 'CHILDSNM' I 'CHILDFNM' TO CREATE 'CHBISUFO.NDX'"
INDEX ON CHBIRTHYR+CHILDSNM+CHILDFNM TO C:CHBISUFO
? ' *****!|t)|c***MEMORIAL FILE*********'
USE BsMEMORIAL
7




? "INDEXING ON 'HOMECODE'X 'RELATIVEOF' & 'RELATIVENM' & 'RELATION' TO"
? " CREATE 'MEMRELAT'."
INDEX ON HOMECODE+RELATIVEOF+RELATIVENM+RELATION TO C:MEMRELAT
USE C:MEMORIAL
7
? " INDEXING ON 'HOMECODE' TO CREATE 'MEMHOME.NDX'"
INDEX ON HOMECODE TO C:MEMHOME
USE C:MEMORIAL
7
? " INDEXING ON 'ENGMONTH' i 'ENGDAY' TO CREATE 'MEMONDAY.NDX'
INDEX ON ENGMONTH+ENGDAY TO C:MEMONDAY
7
? ' ********#*CEMETARY FILE**********#*'
USE B:CEMETARY
7




? " INDEXING ON 'HOMECODE' TO CREATE 'CEMHOME.NDX'
INDEX ON HOMECODE TO C:CEMHOME
USE C!CEMETARY
7
? " INDEXING ON 'CEMNAME' I 'PLOTNUMBER' TO CREATE 'CEMPLOTS'."









? ' COMPLETED ON '+DATE( )
* End Of Maintenance *'
* Routine *'





* The date of this run is saved.
RESTORE FROM DBASEMEM









? " REPLACE THE OLD DATA BASE IN DRIVE 'B' WITH THE NEW ONE OF DRIVE 'C'."
? " PUT A 'PROGRAM' DISC IN DRIVE 'C'."
?
? " BECAUSE THE SYSTEM HAS TO GET RE-INITIALIZED, THE SYSTEM WILL GO OUT OF"
? " dBASE II AND RE-ENTER IT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SECURITY PROCEDURE."
? " IF YOU DO NOT AUTOMATICALLY GET BACK INTO dBASE, PRESS <SHIFT+RESET> "
? " AND RE-ENTER MANUALLY."
7
? ' WHEN YOU SEE THE SECURITY PROMPT, TYPE THE PASSWORD TO DISPLAY THE MENU.'
7





QUIT TO 'DBASE BETHJACO'
APPENDIX B
DIAGRAMS OF USER VIEWS
CONTENTSI.Personnel information . 157II.Mailing labels ..... 15?III.Service directories 161IV.Anniversary listings . 164V.Memorial letters ..... 166
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PERSONNEL INFORMATION
View of Information Needs Concerning Every Home.
1 HOMECODE 1 PRIMARYFNM 1 FAMILYNAME 1 HOMEZIP 1
i SECONDNANE 1 MAILCODE HOMESTREET 1 HOMECITY 1
1 SECONDFNM 1 HOMESTATE 1 AREACODE 1 HOMEPHONE 1
View of Information Needs Concerning Eve ry Adult.
1 HOMECODE 1 FORENAME 1 SURNAME 1 SEXOFADULT 1
1 STAFFCODE 1 TITLE 1 SYNORG 1 KOHENLEVY 1
1 BUSPHONE 1 OCCUPATION 1 FIRMNAME 1 BUSADDRESS 1
1 ADBIRTHMTH 1 ADBIRTHYR 1 WEDANNIVDY 1 WEDANNIVMT 1
1 SYNOFFICE 1 SPOUSENAME 1 ADBIRTHDAY 1 WEDANNIVYR 1
View of Information Needs Concerning Every Child.
1 HOMECODE 1 CHILDFNM 1 CHILDSNM 1 SCHOOL 1
1 CHBIRTHYR 1 SEXOFCHILD 1 YOUTHGROUP 1 DAYSCHOOL 1
1 CHBIHTHDAY 1 CHBIRTHMTH 1 PARENTA 1 PARENTS 1
1 GUARDNAME 1 GUARDHOME 1 BARMITDAY 1 BARMITMTH 1
1 AGEGROUP 1 MORNAFT 1 BARMITPLAQ 1 BARMITYR 1
iew of Information Needs Concerning Memorial Anniversaries
1 HOMECODE 1 RELATIVEOF 1 RELATIVENM 1 RELATION 1
1 ENGMONTH 1 ENGYEAR 1 HEBREWDAY 1 HEBREUMON 1
1 ENGDAY 1 PLAQUE 1
157
158
View of Information Needs Concerning Cemetary Plots.
I CEMETARY I PLOTNUMEER I HOMECODE I RELATIVENM 1
I RELATIVEOF I PLOTSTATUS I PLOTPAID i
MAILING LABELS
The primary keys are underlined. The selection fields
are denoted by slashes. The fields by which the files are
indexed are denoted by double arrows coming from them to the
rest of the fields.
View of Label Needs for Records in the Homes File
Which have a Specific Value in Their Maiicode Field.












1 HOMESTREET 11 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1 /MAILCODE/ 1
I FAMILYNAME 1
View of Label Needs for Records In the Adults File











1 ———————— 1[ 1 1 1
1 HOMESTREET 11 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1 /SYNORG/ 1
11 FAMILYNAME 1/SYNOFFICE/ 1
159
14)0
View of Label Needs, for Records in the Children File









XPARENTS 1 /SCHOOL/ 1
1 1
1 HOMESTREET 1 HOWECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1
View of Label Needs for Records in the Children File








CHILDSNM 1 FAMLYNAME 1
1 1
1 HOMESTREET 1 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1/YOUTHGROUP/i
SERVICE DIRECTORIES
The primary keys are underlined. The selection fields
are denoted by slashes. The fields by which the files are
indexed are denoted by double arrows coming from them to the
rest of the fields.
View of Need for Membership Directory.
1 HOMECODE 1 PRIMARY FNM 1
1 1 1
SECONDFNM 1 SECONDNAME 1
1 1
1 HOMESTREET 1 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1 HOMEPHONE 1
1 FAMILYNAME 1 AREACODE 1 /MAILCODE/ 1









HOMECODE 1 FORENAME 1
1 1
! — — — — — — — — — — • — —
-> > 1 HOMESTREET 1 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1 HOMEZIP
1 HOMEPHONE 1 TITLE 1 BUSPHONE 1 STAFFCODE













-> > 1 HOMESTREET 1 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1 HOMEZIP 1
I HOMEPHONE I/WEDANNIVYR/1 /ADBIRTHYR/I
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ANNIVERSARY LISTINGS
The primary keys are underlined. The selection fields are
denoted by slashes. The fields by which the files are
indexed are denoted by double arrows coming from them to the
rest of the fields.




























1 /ENGMONTH/ 1 /ENGDAY/ 1
1 “
-> > 1 HOMECODE 1 RELATIVEOF 1 RELATIVENM 1
1 1
RELATION 1
1 1 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 1
I XMEMNAME I HEBREWDAY 1 HEBREWMON I
164
Memorial Letters
The primary keys are underlined. The selection fields
are denoted by slashes. The fields by which the files are
indexed are denoted by double arrows coming from them to the
rest of the fields.
I /ENGMONTH/1 ENGDAY I
1 HOMECODE 1
1 1
1 RELATIVEOF 1 RELATIVENM 11 RELATION 1
1 HOMESTHEET i1 HOMECITY 1 HOMESTATE 1 HOMEZIP 1
1 PLAQUE 11 HEBREHMON 1 HHBREHDAY 1 XMEMNAME 1
166
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